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Note to Users
The contents of this report reflect the views of
the authors who are respo1\.siblc for the facts
and the ac<:uracy of the information presented
herein. The report dOL-:.s not constitute a
standard, specification,. or regulation. Local
govemments should seek professional planning and legal assistance in developing a
corridor management program. Coordination
with the Department of Transportation. the
metropoli~n planning organization, and other
affected transportation agencies is strongly
recommended.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

T

he chaU.enge of managing corridor development lies in the dynamk interaction
between transportation and land use. The
land use plan used to predict transportation needs
inevitably changos as new highways stimulate real
estate speculation, rezoning, and growth. At the
same time, competing demands on the corridor may
damage long term transportation and development
objectives.
New development may foreclose opportunities to
expand or interconnect roads where needed. Build..
ings may be constructed too dose to the roadway.
Thoroughfare frontage may be subdivided into
small lots or -Strip zoned for commercial develop..
ment, with little attention to access control. Poorly
coordinated access systems force more trips onto the
arteriaL traffic conflicts multiply, and congestion
increases. Road improvements areneededsooner
than expected, and the cycle begins again.
Transportation and land use problems are interdependent and require coordinated solutions. One
solution is better collaboration between the agencies
involved in transportation and development
planning. Another solutionis to integrate corridor
management into local development planning and
regulation.

• What is Corridor Management?
Corridor management encompasses righl·of~way

preservation, advance ae~~uisition, and access manage-ment techniques. It involves the application of·
measwes to:
• prevent or minimize development within the
right-of-way of a planned transportation
facility or improvement,
• acquire right·of··way well in advance of con~
struction need, and
• preserve the safety and efficiency of existing
facilities through access management.

Effective growth monogement
hinges on the ability to integrate
tronsporlotion ond land use
decisions. Corridor management
is one such strategy.

The Transportation-Land Use Cycle

Florida planning law definos corridor management
as ''coordination of the planning of designated
future transportation corridors with land·use
planning within and adjacent to the corridor . . .."
(Chapter 1633!64(30), F.S.).

• Why is Corridor Management
Important?
Corridor management promotes orderly development of a transportation netv.•ork to serve land
development. This helps to assure that transportation facilities will be adequate to serve existing and
planned development, thereby maintaining
concurrency as required under Florida growth
management law.

5

Corridor management benefits communities,
taxpayers, and property owners by~
Failure to adequately preserve or
acquire property for needed
transportation facilities seriously
impedes the ability of governments
to pion for future growth.

If land for nch• roads and highways is not set aside
as development occurs, then the corridor may be
blocked by development, and a new location must
be found. The corridor may need to be relocated
into more ~nvironmentall}' sensitive areas that
could otherwise have been avoided or cause
greater damage and disruption to neighborhoods.
In turn, plans must be redrawn, project development is delayed, administrative costs go up, and
inflation consumes more of the budget.

• reducing property damage and displacement of
homes and businesses,
• minimizing environmental, social, and ceo·
nomic impacts of the corridor,
• preventing fo reclosure of desirable locations,
• permitting orderly project development. and
• reducing the costs of transportation facilities.'

Allowing developmont in planned rights-of-way

The private sector benefits from greater clarity of
public intentions regarding the location and timing

also increases costs of acquiring right-of-way, at a
time when many state and local governments are
facing a transportation revenue shortfaU. The costs
are highe..~t in Florida's growing urbanized areas,
making it difficult to keep pace with the need for
transportation improvements.

of roadway improvements and the desired level of

access control. This reduces risk associated with
timing and phasing of development projects. It also
enables developers to plan projects and site-rela!<ld

improvements compatible with the transportation
functions of th·e corridor.

0

0

ooo
Utililies

•--·Lo,t----;1 _ . . - - - - - - - Right.Of·Way _ _ _ _ _ __J~--·Lot

What .. Rlght-of·W.y?
Transportation right-of-woy is the strip of land occupied o r intended to be occupied bv o rood, railroad,
utilities, walkways, bikeways, bus turnouts.. street trees.. or other special uses.
S¢11t(t: Rftptlnted ••iilh permiui'Jo!'l ol the !<lt(lfl'ICiiOfloi/Citj Co~t!'ll'( .V.or.:~gemeM Al.sodo!ion, 117 No rtl! Copilol S!!«l NC, Suile SO(), WoJhir.g<on. D C 20(1()2.
Ml fi~'IS 'tte"'fd.
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• Why is it Difficult to Protect

Future Right-of-Way?
A problem associated with the pro~tion of future
transportation right-of-way is uncertainty of the
precise location or alignment and whether the
f•cility will ultimately be constructed. For fede rally
fund•'<! projects, a lengthy and comprehensive
project development and environmental study
must first be undertaken before right-of•way can
be ac:qWred.
The Rorida Department of Transpoltltion (FOOT)

has similar requirements for State funded projects.
Eminent domain cannot be exercised by FOOT
until environmental documentation is complete
and the Department receives location and conceptual design acceptance. in addition, years may
elapse betw een completion of project studies and
constroction of the facility. In the meantime, public
support may have eroded, funds may no longer be
available for ~ improvement, or other impedi·
ments may arise.

nus uncertainty malces it difficult lor local governments to discourage development In tile right-of-

way. In anticipation of the facility, property owners
may strive to re-.rone property for more intensive
development, or expedite their development
projects. Loca.l ability to minimize development in
the right-of-way is constlained if the precise
alignment has not been defined, the time frame for
acquisition is unclear, and there i$ no guarantee of
construction.
Uncertainty as to when and if the facility will
ullimattly be constructed or improved Is also
problematic for developers and property owners.
Public designation ofa future highway oorridor

Funtlitttl eottafralnts.

-

-

-

Barriers to Corridor Management

Furure thoroughfare
mop• olton indudo roodwoy ,projects schodulod
over a long ronge plonn[ng time frame, typlcolly .
five or more yeois. In Florida, locol govern- .
menl$ o~d- MPO( ore chprged, with prioritizing
j:irojoi:ts ond olloHing funds for properly ocq\Jisl·
tion oqd improvements. However, givon tight

planning ond de.signing. Dv~ng this tio:nc,
property owners affected by th~ corri~r.. .
become increosingly owore of fhe proposed ·
alignment through the public hearing procl'$s.
Some property owners possl!sslng noe<le'd
right-of-way to~ odvontdgo of•the''silll<iH<?n, ...

hoping to "cosh-in" at. the <\Xp<mse· of IQ.~Ii'QY_.. ,

' lOcal budgets ond pressing capitol improvement ers .. They may resist agency oilers ond pursue ·
.ond service needs, local gov~mm6nb may resist . court proceed_ing.s in on.effoft to ihcreose
·.
designating lunds f(l( roadway _projects schedtheir owoid. Some develope,. may oHempt fo ·
uled for completion in. the djslo(t lutu,....
ochonce projects through site pion review:
l'o/IIIQI....mrld a. l.oall governing bodies
and begin pulfing building pe<mits'to inllote
are elected to repnosent the ihterest$ ol the!r
the YOiue of their'lo!>d.
.
.
constituents. When o government reQUires lond UncetfJIJn futul9 rignment Although o
dedications, cond,mns property~ or.1-e.s.tricb
locol govemment·.moy be reody to initiate :
access,- the Interest of private property ownetS Is

. challenged. Cltir.e,ns moy oppose: a proposed ·

corridor prasllirvo.tion strotegies or be finon- · ·

d olly _pmpo'ied'.tc> begin p<oporty acquisition, ·
tronsporfotion improvement due to concern .Over .. the flnol:olignment 0{ the c6r"dor mOy still be.

the. Unpod on their neig h~orhood ·or bus!ne:ss.

Altl\ough tho· brooder public may benefit.ftom
the -Jmrlrovem4lflt, they may be·o 'sileilt majority, '
Elected cllicial•,' caught in o p()liftcal 'rug-of·w<~t
~ weiQh project need Of1(l impo<lonco
,
ogqinst the c:oncems of o soled number of

~-

· ·uncertai n~ .An o l ign'!l~nt ~ecislon may be. · ..

deloyod for severo I' reo:ions, including lost- :.:
mi~ute attempts to ovoid- senshive properties, .. ·
unoertointy over 'the omount ol funds and
.
support~ to the project, oncf public
oppooifion.

~~ A.-roo~

l.eglll uricwfalntv. An air of unc:aitolnty
corridor piovides 0 wriety ol oconomic.
wrr6unds tho outhomy of local govemmonts to benefils to oommunities in its poth, However,
o<quire .futuro right-of-woy through the police . · short ·tetm.benefitS .of propaood' dovelopm~t

·power. Concem C'Yt(er public liobiJity f.or regula-

· p~jects may receive groolor.politicol Otte~n

torytold,ng 1>01 lnqao$0d further with tho pos·;. · than ,jhe long term.eoonomlc borie.llb of . ·.
5990 of tho Florida ~riv6t~ J>riopei-ty Rights Act. ' '' tronsportcition ' improvcmonts. Concerns.. may
. As a· result, m.ony agencie~ ore apprehensive to .. arise over loss of dovolopmGnt potential
·. · ·
' fully oppl¥ ~!sting right-of;woY.. pr0 tection ·
· where, a ·.soibsf9ntiol .amount. of rlght-of-woy is.
· p'Orrde~ ar·hd116 decllled not to ock>pt corMor ' need'ed: 'If'a pro[eCI is proposed In llle future
m~omont regulotioos until logo! issues' ore
ollgn~t, local olfl.cials must weigh the.
~ed.·
pub&c ~ .cl a new roodwoy oonido•'
o9oii!SI the o<kJed tax bose gene<oted 1,. o
Iorge scole project.
. . .

.

'
7

Developers who participated in a
focus group on corridor
management concluded thot •the
key to successful prolectioo of
future tights-of-way and the
expansion of existing rights-of-way
/is/ advanced planning of corridor
locations, eatly negotiations with
lond owners, and involvement of
both local government and FDOT
in the process.
"Co<~ilkn

11

P'loltl.'<l,-, Tt(Mlquts."' FOOT OH« o! i'olky
Plonnifl;~, 1994.

can increase proptrty values due to the potential
(or more intensive de\'elopment~ but it can also
depress property values and iru:reas<! the risko(
developing il the limi.ng and actuality ol construction are l.li'K'flt3in.

• The Importance of Collaboration
Corridor management requires participation of a
variety or individua ls, groups, and agencies.
Primary respons ibility (or corridor management
rests with the (FOOT), metropolitan planning
organi1.ations, and loco I plaMing and developme.n t
departments in commwlilies that share the corri-

dor. ThCS(l are the agencies that plan and set
transportation improvement priorities. Other
agencies that moy be involved in the process
include local expressway authorities, transit
~gendes, and regional planning coundls..
Local elected officiols osroblish local developmmt
policy, decide on major development proposals, and
determine when to allow changes to the development plan or regulatory ""!uirements. Prospective
developers and propc-.rty owne.rs actively influence

8

decisions and developmt'nt outcomes in and along
the corridor. Business groups may favor or oppooe
corridor management, depending upon pem>ived
ellects on economic development. Environmental
groups work to minimize environmental damage
from corridor projects. And the general public has
an interest in da:isions that affect community
development and local quality or lile.

With so mnny groups and ilg:encics influencing the
process, and the practical problems that may arise,
corridor management is a continuing challenge.
Interagency conflict, political impasses, private
lawsuits, and public opposition can delay or der-ail
the proc.., ond greotly incrcose the cost o( provid·
ing transportation facilities. M eani ngful public
involvement euly in projtct planning and broadbas~d c-ollabor.ation throughout decision-making
help ovoid costly dcloys down the road.

References
' AmMan Aseoc:Yti<>n o( State Highway and TraJ'ISf:IOC"
rarian Offlclals. R<porl ol th< AASHTO T.a$lc f«<e on
ConidO< P,...rvad..,. -hington, D.C._ July 1990, pp.
1·2.

CHAPTER TWO

PLANNING

C

orridor management requires
collaboration betv.•een the agencies
involved in transportation and land usc
planning. Coordinated planning can slTeamline
project development., increase opportunities to
preserve needed right-of-way, and a«elerate rightof-way acquisition. To advance these goals, the
1995Fioridalegislature established a new direction
for: corridor management in Florida. 'This chapter
explores the legislative changes, the roles of
various agencies in the process, and other planning
co.nsiderati.on.s related to corridor management.

• Corridor Designation
tn 1995, state and local planning Jaw in Florida
was amended to promote an expanded local role in
managing corridor development. The intent was to
coordinate transportation and land use planning
through local comprehensive plans. Rather titan
designating corridors for preservation in the
Florida Transportation Plan, the law calls for
designation of corridors in local comprehensive plans,
consistent \'lith growth management policy.
The amendments also shilled the policy emphasis
from "corridor protection'' to "corridor manage·
ment." The new term reflected the desired empha·
sis on providing for compatible development along
designated corridors, as opposed to strictly limiting
development. Roles of various agencies in carrying
out the process are described below.

The State Role
The Florida Department ofTransport.>tion enacted
a new Corridor Management Procedure in 1996,
consistent with the legislative changes. The purpose of the procedure is to establish a pl'()cess to:

Coordinated planning con
streamline project development,
increase opportunities to preserve
needed right-of-way, and accelerate
right-of-way acquisition.

• guide districts in identifying high-priority
tTansport.>lion corridors for purposes of
corridor management;
• encourage local governments to designAte
corridors and adopt corrid.or management
ordinances;
• facilitate development of District work pro-

grams;
• monitor land development activity in designated corridors; at1d
• fulfill requirements leading to advance rightof-way acquisition.'
Under the new procedure, each FOOT District
prepares a Corridor Management Report tha t
identifies high-priority corridors in the District and
documents the need for including those corridors
on the Department's Corridor Management List.
Corridor Management Lists are based on approved Corridor Management ReportS and allow
each DislTict to prioritize projects and begin
development of District work programs.

9

Highway Improvement Process
Transportation needs analysis in state, metropolitan and local pJans

Systems Planning

i
Programming

~
Project O.V.Iopment and
Environment Procell
(PD&E)

Coordination between FOOT. MPOs. local governments
Identification of areawide oorriclor-level projects

MPO Transportation Improvement Program
FOOT Transportation Improvement Program
Local Cspitsl lmprovement Program

Corridor location and preliminary design
Environmental review

Jt is important that FOOT take a leadership role in

Plans. spec::ffications, eand estimates
Right-of-way acquisition plan

Acquisition negotiations with property owners
Settlements

Eminent Domain proceedings, if oocessary

Bids received
Contract awarded

Construction

Construction
lnspecl)on
Compjetion
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TI\e legislation also allows the FOOT to acquire any
right-of~way within a locally designated corridor
at an}' time, where it is in the public interest to
protect the corridor from development or when the
corridor designation creates an undue hardship on
the property owner. This is subj~t to certain
restrictions.• howeve~, as described in Chapter 5
(see Eorly Acquisition).

Feasibility study

Project engineering and design

Design

At this point, the District may begin conducting
project development and environmental (PD&;E)
studies. Under federal and state requirements,
eminent domain proceedill.gs may not be initiated
until the PD&E report is complete and right-of-w•y
acquisition is scheduled. By helping to expedite the
PD&E process for priority projects, the new cord ~
dor management procedure increases opportuniw
ties for advance acquisition of right-of-way.

promoting designation of state- transportation
corridors in local comprehensive plans. Local
go,•emments need to be informed of the new
p rocedures and issues, as well as projects prop05ed
in their area. FOOT Districts could take the following steps upon identif)•ing a potential corridor or
widening p roject:
• Mt'et with the jurisdiction(s) in which the
right-of-way is located to discuss the issue and
identify con-cerns of both parties.
• Initiate a plan amendment either as the appli·
cant or in support of the jurisdiction as applicant.
• Participate fully in local workshops and public
hearings regarding the proposed plan amendment. z

-- - - -- -

-

The Role of MPOs
MetropoUtan plaMing organizations (MPOs) can
play a leadership role in corridor mMAg<ment
through their long range planning and program·
mlng adlvitics. Federal transportation law (ISTI!A)
requit<s metTopolitan transportation plAns to
address corridor preservation and to ldentiiy
corridors in most need of action to prevent destructionorloss. ISTEA also direct>!d MPOs to
work toward greater consistency of transportation
plans and programs with local land use plans.
Mell'OpoUIAn transportation plans oould include
an element that addresses the need for corridor
management and measures to be pu.rtued. MPOs
can also provide technical assistance to local
governments on corridor management and facilitate stare and local coordination. For example,
MPOs could assist in developing procedwes for
monitoring development activity in designated
corridors. In i!lddition, MPOs can raise local awareness of the need for corridor management and

encowage action.
Ttanspomtion improvement programs are a tool
for coordinating theconidordesig notion and
manogement activities of the respective local
governments and FOOT. Specific corridor studies,
such os those described later in the chApter, can be
included in the MPO work program to provide a
focal point for agencies and municipalities to join
in evalUAting needs and establishing corridor

manngcment measures.

The Local Role
Loc:a1 gO\...,.., IS establish lhe foundation for
conldor management in the comprehensive plan.
This can be accomplished by designating corridors

- - -- -- - -

in the transport.>lion element of the comprehensive
plan; enacting goals, objectives and policies that
advance corridor management; and including a
future ll'ansportation map that depicts the location
and width of designated corridor rights-of-way.
The plan should include local corridors, as well as
corridors identified in the FOOT Disbict corridol'
management reports, project development studies,
major investment studies, rail corridor management plans, or other related plans and studies.
According to statute, corridor designations may be
amended without the ooncunenceofFO OT.

Ifa designated corridor is part of the State High·
way System, the local government is responsible for
notiiying Ute FOOT before approving any rezon·
ing, building permit, s ubdivision change, or other
permitting activity that would substantiAlly impair
the future viability of the corridor for transporta·
lion pwposes. According to statute, local govern·
rnents will not be held liable for failing to notiiy
FOOT of the described land use changes. However,
timely rommunication on these issues is important
to the~ of corridor management effoots.

When FOOT is notified of pending development
approval, it can deiermlne whether to pw-cbase the
affected property or initiate eminent domain
proceedings. Batly monitoring of conldor develop·
rnent activity also provide.< the Deparbnent an
opportunity to ldentiiy problem.< and negotiate
acceptable altemntives.

Loc:a1 participation in corridor designation and
management Is not mandatory; however, Rule 9)-5
of the FloddaAdrninist rative Code requires I~
governments to Include objectives and policies for
right-of-way p.--rvation and access control in
their comprehensive plan (Rule 9)-5.019(4), F.A.C).

-

-

----

Contdor Management Policies
iii the City of Oriando
·Objec:llw 1 .11-The C1ty shall establish
a priori.ty schodule for tha protection of

rights-of-way needed for transportation

system lmpmvement$.
Polley 1 .11.1· The City sholl review
through the Technicol Review Committee
pcocess oil proposed devel_o!>monls for
conoislenq wah future rood projects ·
planned in the Troflic C1rc:ulotion ·
Element in ooler to prated needed·

rights-of;~.

:

PGUcy 1.11~Tho City's Major Thor·
oughfore Pfon, cis doplclod in the Lond ·
Development Codo, sholl be usetf ·o s ..
the bo~is for acquisition onet reservation

of righ!s,of-woy, ond for ravlew of all

developmont proposals ond subdivision ·
plots. .
Polley 1.5.3--'(he 0ty shall ~

lhe ~'function ol the Mojoi

lhorovghfore Nelwo<fc by roqulring
development of p,orollel roods or cross
access eosemenb connecting developments <JS they ore permitted along

orterjoJ roadways.
. .
. .·

·

Pollc¥ 1.7.1-Now rosidontial subdivi·

.

sions shall include on lntemol street

I<:Jyout which shOII continvously conned
to the slteets of syrrounding developments to occommodato trove! demand
between ·odjocenl neighboot>oods
·
without the nec:..s.ity ol using the mojoi
thotoughfore system.
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In addition. designation of corridors in the local
comprehensive plan is a statutory precondition to
adopting a transportation corridor management
ordimnce (so.! O..pter 3).

• Establishing Priorities
A variety or factors may be considered when
determining transportation improvement p riorities.
Thes.J include safety, existing deficiencies, level of
service, environmental issues, physical or policy
constraints, required right-of-way needs, and
contribution of the facility to continuity of the
transportation system.

Corridor Planning In Hartford
Tho Capitol Region Council of Governments
(CRCOG)-tho metropolitan planning
orgonizotion for tho HortfO<d, Connedi<:ul
metropolitan oreo-it vndcnoking corridor
studies for four key routot. Objocfives ore to
prepore o tronsportoijon moSI.,. pion for
eoch corridor 1llot defi..s tronspotlotion
monogement strategies and needod improvement projects.

commiHees wi'll be formed to guide the $tudy,
indllding o lechnicol oommittee of plon.ners
and engineers from each town, ond on
a<Msory c:ommitlee composed ol plonmng
and elected olfociols os well os buslne$$
rept"esentotive:s ond residenls. These commit·
tees will oddrtss d...,lopment trends ond
regulotiorls, assess !he viability of ohemotives,
ond provide guidance on key policy issues.

An access management pfon will be pre-

Tho Connec~cut DOT will actively participate,
and special meetings will be held with each
oHeded town council ond planning co mmis·
sian, os well as separote meetings with the
general public, at a ppropria te points in the
planning proceu. At o minimum, these
meetings will be held during analyses of
e11Jsting and futuro conditions, analysis of
alternatives, and development of the corridor
pion. NewsloHors will be prepared ond
distributed lo keep citi.tens and local officials
infooned along tho way.

pored for ooch town on the affected corri-

dot1. These pions will address traffic signal
locotion, median improvements, and problems with existing curb cuts. The study will
review and evoluote development regulations

in eoch town and identify options for integrot~
ing access management into local regulatory
practice. Curb cut and median design plans
will also be prepared.
The worlc: program coil$ fOf extensive public
iiWOivement odivilies. Special corridor

12

Some factors ror determining which highway
corridors should receive high priority for corridor
managemen~ include:
• Is the highway part ol the Florida Intrastate
Highway System?
• Has the corridor been identified as a priority in
the local comprehensive plan and state corri ..
dor management list?
• How imporumt ls the corridor to the local and
regional transportation system (i.e., hurricane
e vacuntion route, transit route, truck route,
economic development, etc.)?
• Wha t is the immediacy of de\•elopment in the
corridor?
• Are there opportunities to prevent develop·
ment in the fu ture right-of-way?
• What is the risk of foreclosing location options
entirely?
• What is the level or support for the project?

• Corridor Studies and Plans
Corridor studies enable communities to evalua te
problems and opportunities of a corridor in detail.
They at..o provide an opportunity for extended
public involvement and improved i.ntergovcm·
mental coordlnatlon on corridor man.ag:ement
decisions. Such studies may be initiated by a local
government, MPO, or FOOT District and can be
n s and design con..
used in developing action p la_
of high
improve-ment
ccpts for management and
priority routes.
This may in\rolvc preparation of a master plan for
each conidor that defines transportation manage·
ment strategies and needed improvement projects.
Development plans and regulations in arrocted
communities c.tn be evaluated to identify options

-

-

-

-------------------

for integrating right-of-way preservation and
access management into local regulatoty practice,
and to explore complementary land use strategies.
An access management plan with concepts for
reducing access problems may also be prepared for
segments of the affected corridors.

• Thoroughfare Plans
Thoroughfare or trafiicways plans establlsh future
transportation routes and prioritize impro\•etnents
to the existing street network. Thoroughfare
planning involves detailed analysis of the operation
and management of major thoroughfares in a city
or county. Topics include existing and needed
rights-of-wa}~ traffic volumes and congestion,
accident rates and safety hazards, d esign deficiencies, and land use issues.
In a thoroughfare pian, roadways are classified
according to function, from local roads to arterials
and highways, and the general alignment is
mapped. Right-of-way needs are established and
ordinances are adopted to preserve future right-ofway along mapped corridors and advance access
management objectives.

• Access Management Plans

-

Broward County Trafficways Plan
Broward County, Florida, has established o
· countyWide Planning. Council ~fo promote'

coordinateQ, comprehensive, long-range
· plonning throughout the County through the
. joint cooperation oOd pa;i1icipotion of oiJ .loco!
governments, public Officiols1 and pfivote
citizens.N The Co'uncll encomposses tvtenty-nine

local governments and addresses probfGms,
such as traffic Congestion and Solid waste·

·disposal, !hoi. connol be monoged effectively by
o single jufisdidion. .

-

The pion is implemented through County -and .
municiP,al devel~pment, review to 'ens.Ure that

..

plats ond other development proposals set

. -·~·~ii__,_+....-+ .
···-···-·.f'~·.-·· 1

aside land for right-of-way in aCcordance with

the Trofficways Plan.
.
'.
. ~equests to·amend the plan ore reviewed for
availability of right-of-way, system-cop<>clty,
land use iffipods, and other t onside(ofions.

-

~-

'

I

The Brower~ COunty Trofficwoy_s Review

Group-Comprised of tec~nicol staff from 'th~
.County, the FIQrido Deportment of Tronsporto·
lion, and the South Flofido Regional ~lonni119
· Council' -pi'ovides comments to Council staff,
wl'iich subinits o .recommendation 'tO 1he Counp

cil L~nd. Use/Trofficwoys Committee. The full

with surrounding developments. The plan can
either identify future access points along a planned
facility, or provide access management solutions to
problems along an existing highway.

Althov9h righipof-woy .dediCotio11 is oQmi~is4

access;

$

>.

The COuncil:od~inisters..o TrofficwoYs. Plan for
reserying fvture transportation righ'ts~of~woy.

An access management plan is a long-range planning guide that coordinates access to public roads

Access management plans:
• improve lo.n g range planning for highway

---------

Col!nt;:il tokes·finol..oction. .

·

tered on a voluntary rother than mandatory

basis, the Trofficwo)'S Plan program has been
highly successful. Keys to success include early
consultotioiJS with ~eV~Iopers, flexibility .in

allowing reasonable odjustme~ts to 'the plan,
· and equal repre~entoiion on the. Couni:::jl. ·. ·

.
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The K·150 Hlgh~Acceal
llall8gMMI!t

The City of o-tond Pori<, Kansas, has
occess tnOnoge-

been administering 011
ment pion olotlg the K-150 Highway fo<
opproximotely 10 yean. It is o proactive

eHorl of Overland Pori< ond the neighbor·
ing communities of leawood ond Olothe
to prMel'\le the ftonsportotion function of
the corridor and surrounding street
nelwork, while accommodoting expected

growth. The pion was conceived ~hen the
corridor wos lor'goly undeveloped.
Overland Pork onoclcd o moratorium on
oil new developmont proposals along the
corridor during the two yeol's it took to
complete the study. Since that time, the
corridor has experienced svbstonliol
residential ond commercial development.
The pion provides fo< o divided mul!ilone highway with medion b<eolc. of hoHmae lntervols, right-IIJm-<>nly OCGe$$ " '
quoner m~e points between med"oon
openings, ond polic:ies on driveway
spocing. In oddifoon, o syotem of porollel
access roods wos fclanned to provide
alternative occoss or higher intensity
development. Despite pe,iodic. pressures
to ptovide exceptions1 City staff hove
been lorgelv successful in achieving tha
access management objectives. Reasons
include consistency of recommendations,
adequate preparation and onolysis of
proposed deviations, adherence to
princ.iples of good occeS<S design, peri·
odic refresher sessions on the pion for
public officials, ond o willingness to ..roll
with tha punch••·•
So..otu: Moot t Sh...c.Wi. "ltlal•ofld ~ ol ~e
l.ocelt bu~l.+o.cl, ~W4. ~ A(Un he- ·
We•'l'•u11:11!iOHtlt!!t «.I$0M,.-....,_1996-
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• provide a cohe<ent framework for planning

AC<I!Ss management plans arc especially helpful
for integnting land development and access

ond location of future access points;
• promote intergovernmental consistency and

management on roadways under state jurisdiction.
In these cases, the plan may take the lonn of an

coordiNtion on access decisions; and

interagency agreement and comprise decisions
made by all involved agenci<1s.

• facilitate administration of access regulations
and permitting.'

local governments in Florida may collaborate with

Access management plans typically include a map
and report establishing desired access outcomes.
Maps display existing access points, temporary
and future access polnl$., zoning, lot ownership,
building outlineo, and related information. The
report addresses future land use, design concepts,
implementaHon strategies, aoy interagency agre~
ments, and related information. This provides
guidance to developers regardi.ng consolidation of
access points for contiguous Jots and identifies
areas where access ~reements may be required
with adjacent properties.

the Florida Department of Transportation on an
access management plan for a state roadway, in
accordance with Rule 14·9'7.004(6).' The rule
provides for access management plans that specify
site·spedfk standa_tds for connection.$., mcd ians1
intersections, and signals.

• Involving the Public
A characteristic of successful corridor manage·
ment programs is early and continuing pubUc
involvement. State and local governments could
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host sp<cial meetings or workshops to infonn
property owners of the corridor designation
public awareness of the importance of the coni.dor
and the benefits of corridor management.

Methods for involving the broader public include
special meetings with planning boards and elected
bodies, to\m meetings,opcn house meetings, and
individualized meetings with interest groups at
appropriate points in t11e planning proooss. Newsletters, public access television, newspaper features, radio and other media can be used to keep
the public informed and solicit opinions and
comments.

-

"The development of partnerships between
FDOI' and local govenunents and a cooperative planning prooess is absolutely necessary
if improvements in the preservation and pro-tection of future rights-of-way are expected. "-5

process and involv!! community leaders Of interest
groups in these decisions. Thi< wUI help ina ease

Corridor committees can be formed to allow
interested citizens, technical staff, and elected
officials an active role in guiding the study and
developing recommendations. Active participation
of the FOOT is essential where a state oorr.idor Js
involved. These conu:nHtees can be asked to add~
development trends and regulations, assess the
viability of alternatives, and provide guidance on
key policy issues.

.

Corridor management practice is changing both on
a state and local level. Therefore, local governments need to work closely with their respective
MPO and FOOT District on corridor management
and clarify respe<:live agency roles and commitments. These roles and commitments can be
foo:rnalized through intergovernmental agreements
or joint policy resolutions. Establishment of a
corridor management task force or program on a
state or reg;ionallevel is another method of facilitating interagency collaboration on corridor
management.

Corridor management requires intergovernmental
coordination among local goverrunents that share a
corridox and across the agencies involved in
transportation and land development. As stated in
a study of corridor management techniques con·
ducted lor the FOOT:

Citizens ond interest groups ore
more likely to accept o corridor
management program, if they have
been fully informed ond treated fairly
in the decision-making process.
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Newsletters like this one from Defoworo holp to keep ihe public informed
about mojor corridor preservation
projects.
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CHAPTER THREE

UPDATING REGULATIONS

A

fter corridors have been designated for
protection, the next step is to update
local regulatory tools used to prese!Ve
right-of-way for existing and future corridors. The
1995 changes to Florida planning law authorized
local governments to adopt transportation corridor
management ordinances to manage development
in and adjacent to designated corridors. It is important that land development regulations be consistent v.1th the latest changes in legislation, case law,
and coiTidor management practice. Below are
suggestions for updating a local regulatory program.

• Adopt a Corridor Management
Ordinance
A corridor management ordinance establishes
p~dure$ to preserve and acquire needed rightof-way to protect transportation corridors for
future growth or expansion of the transportation
network. It also est.lblishes which corridors will be
affe<:ted by these requirements. Local governments
with thoroughfare protection programs will need
to revisit their regulatory requirements to assure
that they folfill the statutory requirements for
corridor management ordinances. According to
·statute, corridor management ordinances should
includetl>e following:

Criteria to manage the land uses within and
adjacent to the corridor. This might include a
combination of conventional zoning measures,
such as setbacks and lot dlrnenslonal requirements,
as well as innovations such as on--site density
transh!J$ and cluster 7.0nlng. Although not specified ;, statu~, ~chniques for managing access are
an essential part of a comprehensive corridor
management strategy.

Restrictions on xesiclential and nonresidential
construction within the corridor. Establish a basic
requirement that restricts development within the
designated right"'()f-waywithout a variance or
special permit.

So.u(ces of sOmple O(dinance
language include:

•

FOOT Office of Policy Planning:
· Model· O(dinance fo( P(ofoction.
of Corridors .and Rights-af-Wai

• ·FOOT Systems Planning Office: .
Model lond Developroent ond
Subdivision Regulations that
Support Jy:.~ess Monogerrient.

Uses that are pe.nnitted within the corridor.
These a.re uses that do not involve substantial
structural i.roprovements-such as agriculture,
nurseries, or outdoor storage. Allowances for
interim uses provide for some economically benefic;..! use of reserved land w>til it is needed for the
transportation facility.
A public notifica~on process. Include a procedure
for notifying affected property owners of the
corridor designation, and for notifying the Florida
Oeparllnent of Transport.ltion of any rezoning,
building permits, subdivision changes, or other
permitting activities that would substantially
impair the future viability of a state corridor.
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When weighing fond use
oltemotlves. consider the following
tronspottotion objectives:

• Minimize the number of loco/
trips thot must be mode on the
mo;or thoroughfare network.
• Minimize the number of through
trips thot ore mode on the loco/
street network.

A variance and ~ppeal process. Pro\•iding (or

special exceptions, waive-rs, and variances is an
essential pari o( a legally defensible corridor
managemen1 ordillance. Such Oexibility allows
communities to work with the unique circum...
stances of each development site and accommodate
reasonable requests for deviation from standards.
A procus for intergovemmentaJ coordination.

This mny include on inte:rloca1 agreement to coordinate corridor mnnagcmcnt activities with other
communities thnt s hare the corridor. Corridor

management programs arc strongest where there is
consistency of s tandards among th!! participating

Jocal governments. Coordi.nation can also be

Unk.AdJ-nt Land U..

achieved through information sharing_, coiJaboratio~ and int·c rgovemmental agreements among the
stale DOT, MPO, and lcxal planning agencies on
land development and transportation decisions
affecti11g right-<>f·way and access managemenl

• Update Zonin g and
Subdivision Regulations

Avoid

Review existing zoning and subdivision regulations
in lighl of local corrido r management objectives. In
determining lhe need for zoning changes, it is
helpfullo les l existing zoning at buildout against
the local tra.ns porta tion system. When weighing
potential altematlves, consider the transportation
impilcts ilnd advantages of various land use
options. EvaluAte how the resulting trips will af(cct
traffic patterns on the corridor and cross streets.
This broadens the pool of potential alternatives and
can lead to better long term solutions.
Communities often evolve in a linear fashion, with
primary commercial activity strewn along; major
highways and arlerlals. This mixes daily local

18

A Zoning 811 ategy for Route 70

The plan fO< Roule 70 in MediO<d, N- .Ieney
involved o choke belween building o new
hi9hwoy lo offset congeslion on Roule 70, 0<
redvclng zoned densities on the corridor.
Plonner> found lhol the need fe< o new highwoy
covkJ be ovoided by o change in the existing
tOning pion, widening lhe existing facility, ond
adding iug-hondlcs of key intei'Sedions. Recommended wos a chango ftom oil high intensity
zoning a long lho highway, too transition of
dislfiCIS from highest to lowest intensity, with the
highes'l intensity uses clustered neor town.
Soti~tt:

Nt w "'"•Y t)epgltmt!fll ol fJo~lief', Mcncr~

front~ I" 'lbo.t Com~, JDIIIJOC)' 1991.

tralflc with lhrough·trallic and magnifies demand
on tN! a rtt'rial system. As congestion increases,
boulen<dcs occur and traffic may overflow into
sunounding neighl>orhoods.
To minimize this effect.. simply avoid strip .~:onJng
highway frontag• for high intensity development.
Instead, vary the intensity of 2.0ning distric.ts along
a corridor Qnd establish romme.rcial activity
centers that ore well linked to the surrounding
area. Evaluate land US<! needs on a neighborhood
level, and plan for a mht o( uses to bring shops and

services closer 10 1he people they serve.
Zone fo r higher volume uses, such as neighborhood
convenience centers and grocery stores, near
intersections of through streets. Then require
comer lots to be l" rger to accommodate such uses,
and establish a minimum romer clearance for
driveway connections at intersections and comers.

-

---

Promote.int~al connedions between adja.cent

ratios prevent creation of long and narrow or

land uses and requite commercial and residential
development to be designed with complete on-site
ci.r<:ulation. joint and cross-access between establishments helps to improve overalla«:essibility of
corridor businesses, by enabling customers to enter
from a side street, the thoroughfare, or from an
adjacent use. At the same time, this improves
access contTol on through-streets. Sidewalks can
also be linked across properties and connect at side
streets and bus stops to enhance pedestrian and
transit access.

iiregularly shaped lots that can increase the
number and length of private access drives.

Oetel1lline Adequate Setbacks
and Lot Dimensions
Lot size, lot frontage, setbacks, and lot width~toM
depth ratios are established in land development
codes for various zoning districts. Minimum lot
frontage requirements set the minimum lot width
on a public road. Lot width·t~epth ratios specify
the maximum depth for a particular lot "idth.
Building setbacks establish minimum front, side
and rear yard setbacks to separate buildings from
each other and set them back from the roadways
for a desired distance.
Carefully coordinate lot dimensions and setbacks
with conidor management objectives. Specifically.
lots should be deeper and wider along arterials,
to provide adequate area for road widening and

cross access·or service drives.. while maintaining
sufficient area for development.
Adequate building setbacks help minlmize prop·
erty damage il the abutting roadway is widened.
They also help to asswe clear views at intersec-

tions, aUow for emergency access, and bu1fer
buildings from through traffic. Width·t~epth

-

AVOID

The width of lot frontage affects the spacing

betv•.reen drive1..,ays. Minimum lot frontage requirements should be high enough to prevent land along
thoroughfares from being subdivided into small lot
frontages. On high priority corridors, minimum lot
frontage requirements could be tied to minimum
driveway spacing standards. Smaller lot frontages
could be permitted where there are alternatives to
direct, individual highway ae<:ess.

Disconnected
.
. street syiltems

• Incorporate Corridor
~anagen1entinto

Developn1ent Review
De,•eJopment review procedures will fleed to be
updated to facilitate the corridor maru>gement
program.llxamples include:
• administrative procedures and time periods for
evaluating impacts and deciding on develop· .
men! requests in mapped rights-of"way;
• minimum contents for site plans and development applications, including ae<:ess features
and any mapped right-of-way Jn the vicinity of
the project;
• traffic impact analysis requirements to assist
the muncipality with access management
dedsicms;
• conditions for allowing special exceptions,
waivers, and variances &om corridor manage·
ment requirements;
• procedures for notifying the Florida Il<!part·
ment of Transportation of development propos·
aJs in the future corridor;

:C::!::'.a~ser:'e~:'d
Lot splits ore typico1ly created with liHio

·attention to O(eawido circulation. ·
·Disconneded internal st(eet ·systems
.fOrce more trips Onto through streets
·on~ impede pedes.trion ond bicycle.
trovel.- Reqvi.ring dediCation of· right-ofway or easements in accorda nce with
on areawide piOn wi!l prOm.Qte.;On ·
. inregrote<l street S)'$tein. Such pions

. would need to be developed !n·
·cb.ordination with property owners:
Sou~C~e: -A Gui!!e- to lonOUlO ond Pvblic Tron$fX1rt«iOftVolume II: ~lll)inglhe Conet~~.. Snohomish Cou~ty
TtOMFOrto:ion k'Choritr
· · · ·
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A development agreement is o

contract between o loco/ government
and developer that establishes rights
and obligations of both parties
regarding development of o site for
a fixed time period. Loco/
governments in Florida may enter
into development agreements,
provided they ore consistent with
the comprehensive pion ond land
development regulations.

Prepartng Legally
Defltnalble Ordlnancea
To withstand legal scrvtiny, corridor
management ordinances should:

• hove o deor ond reosonoble state~
ment of purpose and intent
• hove a strong foundation in the
comprehensive plan
• be linked to concurrency ond other
growth management policies
• provide for variances and odmin.
istrolive flexibility
• include mitigation measures and
incentives.
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• a combined review process for coordinated state

and IOC31 review of major projects requiri.ng
access to the State Highway System; and

• a process for extending reservation periods and
amending maps of reservation.

During subc:Uvision and site plan review, look for
opportuJlit_ies to improve access and avoid rightof~way encroachment. Sometimes this can be
accomplished through minor changes in site design
or subdivision layout. Negotiate for dedication of
right-<>f-way or creative access management
strategies in exchange for something of value to the
project, such as flexibility in site design. Allowances
for interim uses may a lso be administered through
development agreements.

Adopt Traffic Impact Analysis
Requirements
Traffic impact analysis is a spedal study of the
transportation needs and traffic impacts of a
development project on the surrounding roadway
system. Local regulations need to establish when a
traffic impact analysis will be required. Some
situations that may require a traffic impact analysis
indude: rezonings, annexations, projects or land
use changes that wiiJ generate more than 100 new
peak hour vehicle trips, and determination of
d eveloper contributions to major roadway improvements.1

• Consider a Temporary
Moratorium
Local governments may enact a temporary moratorium or " planning pause" for the purpose of
studying a corridor and establishing appropriate
regulations. By doing so, development pressures
do not foreclose opportunitic.o; to protect right-of·
way or manage access while the municipality is
developing its regulatory program. Temporary
moratoria that are enacted in good faith~ further a
valid public purpose, and arc of reasonable duration can withstand constitutional attacks.
The City of Woodbury, Minnesota, enacted a twoyear moratorium to develop an aceess improvement plan for a major highway interchange. The
purpose of the moratorium was to protect the
planning process and avoid construction that
could adversely affect road design and .public
health and safety. Although challenged, it was
upheld by the court as essential to pres<!rving the
City's planning process.'

References
1

Koepke and L..evin.~on. NCHRP Report 348: Acce$$
Management Gvjde)jnes for Activity Centers, Tr.msportation Rt>Sl'arch Board, Washington, D.C.: Nationat
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1 WO()dbury Place Portt1.rrs v. Cily of Woodbu'Y, Mi.T\I'Iesot<',

492 N.W. 2d 253, Minn. App. 1992.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PRESERVING RIGHT-OF-WAY

T

hrough the use of police power, local

governments can place restrictions on

private property to manage corridor development. Zoni11g, for example, relegates uses to
certain districts, establishes the allowable intensity
of development, and requires buildings to be set

back a certain distance from the road.
Subdivision regulations and street design standards establish minimum requirements for new
streets and site--related improvements as land is
subdivided for development. Maps of reservation
and mapped streets ordinances identify and
protect future right-of-way needed to expand the

transportation network. This chapter rcviev.-rs
police power techniques local governments can use
to preserve future rights-of-way.

• Maps of Reservation
A map of reservation establishes the location of
future rights-of-way and guides the subdivision of
land to ensure that new plats conform to the ·
existing and plaruted road system. It is an ordi·
nance in map fonn, that is supplemented by
regulations and adrn.inistrative procedures con·
tained in the land development code or mapped
streets ordinance.
A local official map is a technique for carrying out
the traffic circulation system and capital improvements envisioned in the local comprehensive plan.

It tran-<lates the more general plan proposals for

future streets, street exte.nsions and widening.
parks, recreation sites, schools, public utilities, and
other public buildings into locations on a legally
binding map.
A thoroughfare protection map depicts the general
location and right-of-way widths of future ooUectors, arterials, and limited access roadways within
a city or county. This is the official listing of road
rights·of-way to be reserved. It is less comprehensive than the local official map, as it aMresses only
transportation thoroughfares.

Adoption of on official mop apprises
citizens, properly owners, and
developers of the location of future
public facilities and land slated for
public acquisition. It also promotes
better coordination among the
agencies involved in transportation
planning.

Loca.l governments may also rely on a future rightof-way needs map in the traffic circulation ele·
ment of the comprehensive plan, as opposed to
preparing a separate map of reservation. In Florida,

comprehensive plans may be amended twice per
year, at which time the community could update or
change the right-of-way needs map.
By guiding future development and the provision
of public facilities, maps of reservation are an
essential tool for community planning. The adop-

tion of an official roap can improve connectivity
and oonlinuity of the street network and eohance

the overall transportation system of a community.
In addition, it helps prevent the loss of needed

transportation corridors to development, minimizes disruption to property owners, and reduces
the public financial burden of providing needed
tnnsportation facilities and improvements.
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North C«rollna'• Roadway
Corridor Offtclal Map Act
In 1987, North Corolino enodcd now
leglstotion permitting local govcm·
menls 10 reserve future right.of.woy

lor priority highwoy projects. The Act
allows cities to adopt on official mop

for this purpose. Proiects may be

indvded on the official mop provided
at least a portion of the: corridor
ptojed ho.s been included in o current
tronsportotion improvement progrom

(TIP), or in o comprehensive (•tree!)
pion and capitol improvement pion ol

ten (10) yeo,. durolion or te.s.

landowner'S receive on 80 percent
reduction in their property taxes for
ony land induded on the official mop.

The o fficial mop is recorded with the

register of deeds. Thereoher, the city
or State has one year to begin
preliminary engineering or environ·
mental studies on mopped corridors

or the mop ;, inVC!Udoted 10< that
corndot Cities may deny bvilding
petmfts and subcrrvision req11e$ts
.Oihin mopped conrido.., but the city
or State must purchose the affected
right-of-woy within three years follow·
ing the dBvelopment opplicotion or
tha testric1ions become void.

Preparing the Map
Maps ol reservation originate I rom state and local
plans, which may impn!Ciscly s~ch out the
desired location of future facilities.. Where known,
the alignments of furure t·ransportation corridors
may be specific and .,.tabllshod through detailed
engineering s urveys. In other ca~. aerial photographs may be used to cstabll<h approximate
alignments with a met6 nnd bounds description
by a licensed surveyor requir<!d when the municipality acquil'<S mapped land. As planning prore!ds, and more detailed engineering studies are
comple ted, then the map may be amended to show
the more precisealign.men t.

Projects indicated on an oWclal map should be
fairly well defined and programmed for completion in a re.asonabJe time p~rlod. Othenvise.- the
community may be prematurely p ressured into
presenring or tlCquiring land for a future facility
only for the location or priorities to change. For
these reasons, officia l maps need to be ca refully
coordinated with capita_l lmpro\•em~ts p lans and
programs, including the: transportation improvement program (TIP)oltheMI'O or DOT. The map
should be updated periodleally (prelecably every
year) to coincide '"'ith additions or changes to the
capital improvements program or TIP.

Public Notice
Prior to designating a corridor and adopting a map
of reservation1 local governments need to notify
affected property owners and hold a public hearing. However.- it is essential to provide opportunities for meaningful public:' involvement in corridor
designation and manogemtnt decisions prior to the
public hearing. The nature and extent ol public
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involvement will vary according to the size of the
pr<ljccl. the level of controversy, and the relative
Impacts on the community. A public involvement
plan should be prepaled lor each rorridor management project to establish the appropriate level and
sequence of public invoJvemunt activities. 1Tile
plnn c.ln .also be an avenue for facilitating joint
public involvement activities across the agencies
lnvolved in corridor management decisions.

• Mapped Streets Ordinances
Maps of reservation a"' implemented through
adoption ol a regulatory ordinance that restricts
building within the mapped rights..of•way without
a \'aria nee. Building setbacks are measured from
the future right-of~way line. Property owners are
compensated for the value of land rcsen•ed when
right.oQ(-way is ultimately acquired lllld, in some
cases, may be required to dedicate land fo r future
right-of-way.
Future right~ol-way ~ uirements are included on
the official map or tied to road width requirements
in local land development codes- Most ordinances
are- orienled toward new construction.. but some
also restrict iinprovements to buildings in pletce
when the land was mapped. similar to nonconforming use standards in :toning.
O the-r typical requirements include:
• a ll lots must abut a public s treet shown on the
official m.ap;
• building permits shall not be issued unless the
abutting street is already built or funded for
installation by the property owner>;
• aa>ess to principal uses is required before the
building permit is issued; and

- -- - - - -

-

-

_____
,

Local Ofticialllapp lng In Pennsylvania

...

----

c::::t -

local govemmel)ts· in Pennsyfvonio ore authorized by enobling
legislation to adopt official maps that establish the location of
oxlsling and proposed public lands or facilities outlined in the
comprehensive plan. The mops may include publi-c streets, t~nsit
righls~of-way, waterways, pubUc parks, opon spaces, pedestrian
ways, flood.woys, and other public fociiiHos in 1hc comprehensive
plan. Ae~ol photographs may be used in developing the mop, but.

" ---

o metes and bounds description by o licensed sutvayor is required
when the land .is acquired.

Ado!>41on; Befo<e the oltocial mop and O<dinance ore odoplad,

they musl be ~ by the loco! and oounty planning agencies,
and other inte~d porli~. This fndudes ocfiocent municipofi1ies

affected by future rood extensions. If no objections are recei""d
wilhln 45 days; the local government may proceed with adoption.
Tho laoal government musl also provide for public notice and hold
a public hearing before the map Is lormallv. adopted.
Within 60 days iollowing adoption, tho mop and ordinance must
be recorded wilh the county Ia ensure odoquale public and legal
nolico of I he map.ond its effects on properly ownc<S.. If a county
adopts on official mop, o oopy of the mop, ordinance, and oil
future amondmenls must be giYen to ooch municifX!Iity within the
COY<Vy. Wo mynicipalily odop!s an official mop, il musl be senllo
the QNnty ond to any odjacenl munlcipal~ies oHeclad by- the mop.

.

Administration: FoOO\ving adoption of on official rriop, b~ikling l!
gonerolly prohibited wilhin the mopped area foro fime period set
by lhc loco! ga.....mment. All proposed rood width• musl meet
spocittcotions estciblis.hed in the locol subdivision regulations. Any
approved plat subr:nitted in accordance with the provisions of the .
o fficial mop ordina nce ore included as an amendment to the.mop;

such loclusion does not require additional public hearings.

.

.

If, dunng the roservofion period, a properly ownor applie• foro
building permit wilhin the mapped rigfotl-ol-woy, tho governing
authority must od wiiiUn one year to purchase tho properly, ·iniliole
cond«molion, 0< granlthe penni!. If the mop would leave o
properly wilhout a reasonable return, the property awner may

The reviewing authority mu$t decide ·
within 30 days whether to issue lhe special permit and musl hold a public

qualify foro special encroochment permit.

hearing on the mottef. Pel'l't'lit denials may be appealed to the Vol'ionce review

board.
Vlolatlona: Ka properly ownor builds in lhe mopped righl-of-way without

acquiring a build ing permit, no compcnsotloC'l will be given for the Improve~

monts or strUctures at the time tKct land is purchosed fOf pvblic U5ct. The

property owrier mvst also pay for removal of the improvements. Foilure to
comply wilh lhe piovisions of an adopted official mCIP may also resuh in a fino
and suboequenl penalties for ooch day of the violation. Sud> penalliM may be
ossessod os a lien ogoi 1\51 the properly.
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subdivisions and site plans must continue and
extend streets depicted on the official map.1

Setback Requirements

Merial

---------

Building setback..-; are required distances from the
street, right-of-way line, property lines, and building lines within which de,•elopment or construction
is not permitted without a variance. For the pur·
poses of corridor management, Jocal governments
may require setbacks to be measured from the
future right-of-way line. Unless otherwise established, the future right-of-way line is generally
determined as one--half the required right·of-way as
measured from the centerline. Therefore, setback
requirements are only effective where the
centerline of a facility Lo; known or can reasonably
be estimated.
Flexibility should be provided where a reduction of
the setback is \'\.'arranted, such as where setbacks of
varying depth are needed to avoid encroachment
into the corridor. For example, a model corridor
management ordinance prepared for the Florida
Department oflra•tsportation allows up to a 10%
reduction in setbacks by administrative approvaJ.l
Although setbacks may be increased along major
transportation corridors, this should be accom·
plished in relation to police power objectives, such
as preserving light, air, and open space, protecting
public safety. or reducing noise. Setback require·
ments imposed solely for the purpose of right-of·
way preservation will likely be invalidated by the
courts as a back door m.ethod of taking private
property without compensation.
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Interim Use Allowances
Although s tructural improvements are restricted
in the right-of-way, some us•s are typically allowed. These incJude uses with low structural
investment that ca.n be relocated or discontinued
in the futuro. Allowances for interim uses assure
that property owners have some economic use of
property reserved for a furore corridor until the
right·of~way is acquired.
Interim uses that may need to be relocated are
those directly related to and needed by the devel·
opment. These may includestormwater retention,
parking areas, entry features such as signs or
gatehouses, or temporary sales or leasing office.o;
for the site. Applka_n ts must agree to relocate the
uses in accordance with the terms and conditions
of a development agreement. Relocation sites
should be identified and reserved on the approved
development pJan. in some cases, stormwater
retention facilities could be incorporated into the
retention facilities for the future roadway.
Interim uses that could be discontinued may
indude recreational facilities#produce stands,
periodic events or sales, plant nurseries or land·
scape material yards, agricultural uses, outdoor
storage yards, outdoor advertising, and golf
driving ranges. Allo'"''ance for these uses would be
subject to a deveJoprn(>nt agreement that the uses
will be discontinued at a specific date. Thio; time
period maybe lengthy, especially lor new corri·
dors, and could be extended periodically where
needed. Other provision.scouJd address buf(ering
(rom adjacent uses, impervious surface ratios, and
compliance with setbacks.

--

-

- --

--

-

-

D evelopment R eview

• Dedications and Exactions

Development applicatioos must include in/ormation"" any mapped streets that would be ~d
by the projed. This could be required of proposed
projects that cross, abut, or are within 1000 feet of
a mapped s treet.• Development proposols are
reviewed for impacts on the future corridor and
local staff could work with applicants to explore
alternatives for avoiding encroachment into the
future right-of-way (see Chapter 2).

Monetary payments or contributions of land ~ru~y
be required of"" applicant by a goVl!lllii\ent
agency"" a condition of development approval.
Such e xactions are typicaUy detenttined through
open-ended negotiations between a municipality
and a developer.'ln this way communities may
acquire right-of-way without purcl1ase or condem·
nation. In tum, developers contribute their fair
share of the cost of providing transportati()n
facilities.

----

Variance.s
CommwU.ties may fac:e a variety of circumstances
where the official map necessitates a variance or
speclolexception. Ths may include areas with
excepliorlally sllallow lots and Ut11c buildable area,
i.nabiJlty to meet impervious surfaoc requirements,
or where setbacks must be reduced to avoid
encroachment ifoto the right-of-way.
A variance or specialexoeption is appropriate
when the nooconfonttity is attributable to the
corridor management program. Variation from
standards c:ould be ao:ompli$h00 on an administrative level, rather llwl through a formal appeals
boarcl, to assist the a pplicant and stre:unline the
approval process. If compliance would prove
impractical or prevent the owner from obtaining
a.n y rcosonable return on the land, then It may be
necessary to issue a building p~rmit or acquire the
property. Alternately, it would be reasonable to
deny a \•ariance where it can be demonstrated that
no substantial injwy would accrue to the property
ownerby placing a building outside of the mapped
righi>OI-way.

. 0tay MaN Pilot Project
developers. First, ATSD' and the City of Son
The OtOy MMo oreo is located in $0ufhern
.Diego devised o method to plot the future
California and I$ under the jurisdiction of tho
. City of Son Diego, the City of Chula Vi5to, and rig~t-of-way within a subdivtaion os o seporoie lot. With the property owner's opprovol,
Son Diego C011nty. With projections of high
tho ~~'lot• would remain· reserved ond undevel·
grow!h, lhe need for _addifionol highway
cotridol's was great. Two corridors. were

oped until property acquisition eommenc;ed.

planned lot tho area, Stole Rood 905 and
Stole Rood 125, but corridor ocqwifion and
con5ttudion ~moined unfunded.

Secondly, interim uses were allowed within the
furuto conidor.

Coltrons joined lhe City of Son Diego and Son

lond u.se encumbronce.s: when colcutoting
property value, property owners received ·o
fox benefit when reserving propor1y. On·site
density. tron$lers were permittod from reserved

Diego Ccxmty, under the Advance Tronsporto-

fion Systems Davelopmont (ATSD} program, to
devi"' low cool slrolegies for protecting the SR
905 corridor. The ATSD program wos orgo•
nized by Coltrons tq overse·6: the planning,
preservation, and financing of future right-of-

.

Anolly, ~use Son Diego County fodor.

right-of-way to the remainder of tho property,
but lhis·option wos not ovoilul:ilo from dedi·

coted property or. property ovorlold with a

way projects.

development eoserner\t. Theso techniques ond

Strategies applied fo.- preseiVing fvtvre rightol-woy inclUded police ~ tecMiqueo,
coordinofton among the offected locol and
stole agencies, and inlonnol negolicmons with

mojo<ity ol SR 905 right-ol-woy wos resesved.

negotiations proved wccessful and the
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Right-of-Way Preservation Practlcee In Selected Florida Counties
Interim Uses
Allowed

Dev. Rights
Transfe-r or Credit

Impact fee

Mondotory

Reservation

Setbodcs Measured
from Future ROW

Credits

Dedication

Srevord County

no

no

n/o

yes

yes

no'

Broword County

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no'

Hillsborough County

no2

no;

no

yes

yes

y~s3

lndion River County

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes3

lee County

no'

no'

yes

yes

yes

no

Metro-Dade County

no

yes

no

no

no

yes

Palm Beach County

yes"

no 5

yes6

yes

ye-s '

yes"-

Pasco County

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no'

Pinellas County

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes3

'St. l ucie County

no1

yes

yes9

yes

yes' 0

yes3

Mop of

·- ~·-

....... -··- - - ... ....

···-----..

.

__

..

..

..._ ,_

---- --··-·-· .. --- --···

Rerlpondwd:eomm.nta:
1

Strongly encouraged, b ut not required.

2

Future right-of-way needs ore identified on a future right-of-way needs list or informal mop.

:~Compensation provided os opptopriote (responses included : where develop ment impacts ore less than the right-of-way needs; dedications
beyond thot needed to bring the rood up to lo::;ol rood stondords; dedications that ore l"'ot site-related).

• Thoroughfare right.of.woy identification mop for ptonning purposes.
5

Building setbo.cks meosured from bose building lin.c csloblished 40 feet beyond the ex.isting ROW. Con be waived on o cose.by-coso basis.

6

By special ogre_e ment only.

1

Provided where developers o re required to ocqvire right·of·woy off site. Density credit is provided for dedications from their srte.

$

Where there ts o rotionof nexus.

9

No structures permitted within the future right-of·woy.

° Credits o re ovoiloble-to developments a long o fu1ure ROW progtommed for improvcmMI in the TIP or CIP.

1
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Mandatory Dedication
Subdh•ision regulations provide for dedication of
land for roads needed to serve that development
and any site-related improvements; However, this
must be differentiated from mandatory dedication
of right-of-way for thoroughfares, which is subject
to constitutional limitations. nus is because the
facility is needed by the general public, and not just
the proposed development.

Mandatory dedication of right-of-way is best
accomplished in the context of a local five year
capital improvements program (or the three year
period used for concurrency determinations). It is
advisable to establish a method for determining
the amount of land to be dedicated, based on the
proportionate impact of a development on the
transportation facility (see Phoenix example).
Compensation would need to be provided for any
additional land needed.

Impact Fee Credi ts
Imp act fees are assessed based on the number of
new trips a development adds to the transporta·
tion netw·ork.. U a development were assessed
impact (ees for transportation improvements, the
local SO''enunent could credit the developer for
declicating right-of-way. The value of the dcdica·
tion would be applied to and deducted from the
total impact fees for that project. nus effectively
combines collecting the fee and purchasing the
right-of-way into one transaction.
To provide impact fee credi ts for right-of-way
dedications, impact fee ordinances should address
righto()l·way costs in the fee structure and calcula·

lions. Credit need not be given for any right·of·way
deemed site-related.'Jmpact fee credits may also be
transferred to offset Impact fees paya.ble by that
developer elsewhere, provided this is within the
sam.e Impact fee distTict that they are eamed.

Phoenix Wrestles with Rough Proportionality
.
In eariy 1995, Phoenix, Ari;ona developed a
'iproportionolity" pt'OceiS thot ~a!ldardized
right-of-:vtay dedication and imProvement
requirements, in response to the Dolan cose.
The Oew procedure ensures 1hot ""the principles

of c(!nnectivily ond propo'r!ionolity ·a re publicly
known and documented.· The process estab·
lishes progressive.tiers of requfrements thot can

be supported by individual analysis, These are
based on minimum standards, health and
safety factors, development impqcts, and
exactions.
The

flr'Sf ti0r requires every developed sit0 to be

for tyrning lanes, poving connections to the
neorest poved street, and/or curbs for access
control. An individual onotysis determines

whether the developer must abate any ha.z·
ards. ·
· ·
.
The third tier of exactio~s addr~sses the ·
number of new tfips generated by 0 project.
For .this grouping, imprOvements may comprise
right..of-way·dedicatiOn for a .ma{or street;
street paving, or contrjbution of funds in lieu of
paving ..The fourth tier of exa~ions involve
discretionory ·items that odd to the aesthetic
volu~ ·a nd

function of th.o project. These

odjacont to a pavod public st~t, servo<! by

include rGqu&sts for right-of-woy d!Miicotion for

sewer and woter, ond m~t droi()oge requirements. Improvements con indude·construdion

a local or collector street, paving, londscop-

of curb, gutter, sidewalk ond street lights. If o ny

ing, or multi-troil eosements. Fourth· tier exocf!oil.s ore voluntary, unfe'ss on individual onofysis states otherwise.

right-of·woy equol to the value of the curb,-

former exoqion process was b~ed on ""i~for
mol ~action formulas"· and proportionality .
""was regarded more as a financial equity

item. is missing, the opplicont must providE! the
missing· 'elements. · If o developrrient abuts a
street not poved to its ultimate width, the
developer must 'icontribvte cosh or donote
gutter, and sidewolk/'

The second tier of exactions addresses potential

health or safety h!lZards the development may
create in the right-of-way. AmOng other things,
second tier exadions can indude right-of.viQy

Unlike the new standardized procedures, the

issue.' According to the O ty Development
Services Departme·nt, administration ·of the
standardized prOcedures will· reduce the
amount o'f .ri~ht·of•.way de9icot~onS and .

improvements by obout $2.8· million annually.
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In California, landowners moy moke
irrevocable offe rs 1o dedica te right-o f.
way, but tille to the land is not
transferred vntilthe development
proceeds or the highway is
prognommed.
'WNA. f'te::1c_._ fl ~ Comckn.
-.oA~n~ 199J

Negotiated Exactions and
Volun tary Dedication

includes o future right-of-way mop which
shows the locotion and width of future

Pres.....,tion olthese ~ is
handled dut"'g sa., pion mview. Hislo<icolly,
the City has woliced closely with developers

c~.

on right· o f-woy preservation. According to
Cjty stoH, il"'formol negotia tions ore very

.succesdul ond developer$ routinely agree to
locate structures outside the furure conidot
ond setback area. In rore instances where a
developer reFuses to comply, and the prop·
erty con be developed without encroachment
into the corridor, then the City exercises its
discretion to require complionce.
The partnership between the City of Son Jose
ond devolopers to prest:I'VO future corridors
is exemplified in the development of Store
Route 85, which was originally planned in
the late 1950s. The cOttidat was placed on
the County ond Coty general pions and
corridor acquisition soon began. However,
the project lost political support on the state
level and property a cquisition ceased.
Nonetheleu. the City and County maintained
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compromise on the location of structures, parking .
and in some cases, the future alignm.,..t of the

Many rommu niti<!S rely on volunt3ry and informa l

rorrido r.

ers may volunta rily set asid~ or dedicat e right-of-

Voluntary dedication and negotiated exactions are
method s of acquirin g right-<)f-way for improve·
menlo that are planned, but not programmed for
completion in the fiv~year capil'll improvements

measures to preserv e future right··of-way. Develop-

way for improvements essential to the success of
contemplated projects. in/ormal negotiations may
occur early in the project planning, through

special meeting s and public involve ment efforts.

program. Propert y Owt~ers may volunta rily agroo

that the freeway was imperative to develop .
mont of tho southwestern portion of the City.
Soon, the Chamber of Commerce., develop ·
""• and citizen groups jo;ned the City ond
County ;, support of the facility.

Improved public awonn ess of the need fur trans·
~rtation facilities and Oexibility in negotiating
w1th property owners can result in lnc:reased
voluntary dedication. Madera County, California,
for example, relied on informal negotiations to
preserve right-of-woy for two essential corridors,
State Route land Stotc Route4 9.' Although funds
were not yet programmed for the improvements.

Negotiations may also occur during development

Within its Genera l Plan, the City of Son Jose

review where develop ers and local s taff c.an

Eventually, developers began to seek op·
provol of projects that impacted Stole Route
85's right-of·woy corridor. With no funds to
acquire p<opetly, the Gly relied on infoonol
negotiations and incentives lo prevenl prop.

etty owners from develop ing the corridor. The

City ollowed density transfers from the proposed right.of· woy to other locations within
the proied site.

Addilionofly, do..,lopers could place interim
uses, such as nurseries, overflow parking, and
golf ranges, within the corridor. In the 1980s,
after the completion of on Environmental
Impact Statement suppotling the project and
endorsement by o citizen tosk fotce, propetl y
acquisition fat Stole Rovte 85 continued; the
freeway was completed in 1994.
So..o~t•: R:...~,. ~~. Corridoo" P,..MNOIIOI": Co.. Sh.1d._ 011tl
~t ol f.ot'Orl in f>rtti~Molcrg, p~e~»•fd lOr fHVIA,

o.u ....... 1993.

to dedicate land within mapp<ld rights·of-way to
advance public or private development objectiv es.

state and local officials were determ ined to protect

the corridor. Property owners <vere encouraged to
voluntarily dedicate prop<lrty or sell future rights·
of· way located within their development.

However, volunta ry dedications can raise concerns
over favorab le treatme nt to a developer whose
p roject is a.p proved following a land dedication or

monetary contribution. Also, if environmental
docume ntation is not yet complete, the dedication
will be subject to the requirements of the Nationa l
Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) .

• FleJCible or Clust er Zonin g
Flexible 1..ontng relaxes conventional lot dimensional requirements in zoning and allows a devc l·
oper to aggregate density and cluster structures in
a way that watks with the natural features of a

-

-

-

--

---

--

----

-

-

s;te. Performance standards and bonus points may
also be Included to address the need for right-ofway pr<Servation and access control. This facilitates unified access and circulation and increases

opportunities for avoiding encroachment of
development in future right-of-way. A model
corridor management ordinance prepared for

FOOl' aUows for clustering of structures with a
streamlined administrative approval process for
reducing setbacks or other site design require-

--

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

reservation. The receiving area for the develop--

ment rights may be an area intended for !Ugher
intensity uses or clustered development. The
property owner has the ability to develop property
in the receiving area at increased densities, or sell
the development rights on the open market to a
prospective buyer.
Development rights may also be transferred to
....other portion of the same property. For example, the mapped street ordinance could provide

ments.

for an on-site density transfer from the area of the

• Transfer of Development Rights

property being re..,.rved or dedicated for future
right-of-way, to the remainder of the property.

Transfer of development rights programs permit a
proper~· owner to transfer the right to develop

Each of three players in the transfer of development rights stands to gain from the transfer. The
property owner can benefit from seJJing the rights
to develop at a profit or incorporating them into
higher allowable densities on the same property.
The buyer can benefit from acquiring added

from one area to anoth!2r. The ~~right to develop" is

based on the 2oned use and density or intensity
allowed under current regulations. IDR programs
are established by forming two areas: a sending
area, and a receiving area. The sending area is
generaJJy estabJJshed around a particular resource
in need of protection from development. In this
case, it may be the future right-of-way intended for
Conwnttonal

density to an existing structure where conditions

would otherwl<;e JJrnit the expansion. And the local
government can benefit from acquiring and
preserving needed right-of-way.

-

--

-

-

-

-

--

Transfer of Deval!lpment
Rights In 0~ COunty,

.

Flond•'

Oronge Counly, Florida, is developing
o TOR program to allow pro]Jerty
· owners to donate right·of-way needed
to consfrud limited access·expressways ·o r pri.nqpol arterials, in exchange for on increase in density or

developmenl rights .a t onother loco·
lion. Development l)ghls may be
tronsfefred onto the remainder of·the·.

subjeo.property or within .'1• mile of the
'right·of-woy sending orea·. Net density
in Village or Town Centers may be ·

increased from.5.0 dv"'lling units per . ·
acre to 16 dwelling vnits per acre
where-the TORs ore 'utilized. .

The TOR progrom is port of an

.

ambitious plan to replace piecemeal
development with integrated town$ . :

orid 'villages. Each settl~ment is.to
· include an inteQrdted mix of land uses :
ond maintain a· greenbett ov8raging. .

500 feet wide oround its boundary. ·
Liinited access expressways and · ·
principii~ arterials ol'e prOhibited:within

Cluster

The cluster option ollows
. the sOme gross density on
a parcel os the conven..
tiona! alternative, witho!Jl

the villages; b)•l moy be loci>ted in ihe
greenbelt provided thoy oro separated
from th~· village by 0 permononl buffer
zone of at leost 150 ·feet. .

- i~~~rrrrr~ fvture
encroaching
into tile
right-of-way.
·In the
· conventional altemative,
· the two lotS within the · .

right-of·woy' line would be
vnbuildoble wiihout 0 .
variance. ·
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Combating Commercial
Strfpsln Acton,
MaasachuMtta
To ovoid strip commercial develop -

ment and congestion, Acton, MossochuseHs rezoned commerdol land to
lower densities along its main highway
corr;dor, Route 2A. In 1990, cn;zens of
Acton approved a transferable
development rights program to offset
possible devaluation of land in areas

that hod been downzoned.
The proce$$ involved "upzoning"

other residentia l and commercial
areas into "limited business" districts

where the increases in density could
be used. The ideo wos to cluster
commercial and residential develop·
ment into higher density areas to
create a m ixed-usa "urban village"'

a nd fu rther tha master plan's goal of
fostering o sensa of community.

AJ th e some time that the program
was adopted, the state's ecooomy
began to decline and grOW1h pres·

WHh the sale or transfer of the right to develop, the
cost of acquiring the property may be reduced.
Additionally, the property remajns in the possession
of the landowner until it is needed and acquired.
The property owner is also responsible tor main·
taining the property and paying all ta<es until the
time of acquisition.

TDR programs do not work weU where rezoning
approval is easily obtained or where market demand is othenvise insufficient. In addition~ increased density in the receiving area needs to be
compatible with surrounding land uses, which may
have originally been planned at lower densities~
and with planned or available infrastructure.
Citizens may al<O oppose higher densities in
receiving ar~as.
TOR programs can be used to avoid a regulatory
taking by compensating property owners for the
loss of development rights. To ensure the permanence of the transfer~ communities considering a
TOR program should r"'Juire that it be recorded
with the deed to the land. A special permit could be
required to transfer the rights~ which wiU help
ensure consistency among transfers.

sutes waned~ decreasing motket
demond for development tights.

• Overlay Zones

Consequently, no perrn;ts for tho TOR
program hove been filed to dole.
Locol officials anticipate o highe t
demand fot odditionol development

An overJay zone adds special requirements onto an

tights as economic conditions improve

ond gtow1h ptessures increos.e.

existing zoning district, while retaining require..
ments of the underlying zone. It is a popular
method of managing corrid.o r development, be·
cause it enables communities to tailor standards to
the unique circumstances of a corridor.
Overlay dL~tricts are applied to a specified area o.n
either side of the designated corridor. The FOOT
model corridor management ordinance includes
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corridor O\'erlay provisions for projects within
1.000 feet of a future transportation corridor.
Standards tor corridor management overlay
d istricts may address a vari.ety of issues~ such as:
right-of-way reservation~ right-of-way dedication,
a llowances for interim uses, setbacks on designated
corridors, cluster zoning, transfer of development
rights~ joint and cross access provisions~ limitations
on new driveways, driveway spacing standards~
and soon.
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RIGHT-OF-wAY ACQUISITION

E

minent domain is the Constitutional right
of government to take private property
for necessary public use. 'Through this
authority, the government may acquire land for
transpoitation purposes. This occurs through
condemnation and public acquisition and does not
require a property owner's consent. Howeve.Ji a
property owner whose land is taken through
eminent domain must be fairly compensated. This
chapter addresses the process of acquiring rightof-way through eminent domain, criteria for early
acquisitio"' and alternatives to fee simple pur·
chase ofland.

• 'Eminent Domain and
Condemnation
When a government entity begins the process of
acquiring land through eminent domain, the
property owner is presented with a good faith
estimate of value based on an appraisal of each
parcel.' Typically, eminent domain proceedings
lead either to settlement negotiations to reach a
purchase price, or to mediation..

written response to an offer must be received
within a specified time frame ox the offer is deemed
nuU and void, and the case goes to jury trial. If the
monetary award receiv·ed through trial is equal to
or less than the offer ofjudgment, aU costs incurred
by the property owner after the offer was rejected
must be bome by the property owner. Lf the jwy
award is higher, aU costs are paid by the state.
If the final alignment of a corridor changes and the

land is no longer needed, the condemning authority
may either: 1) sell the land back to the original
property owner for fair market value, in cases of a
partial taking or 2) initiate a bidding process open
to the public, in cases of whole property taking.
Procedwes for sale of unused land vary from state
to state. Missouri law, for example, provides that if
the location of the corridor changes after the State
Highways and Transportation Commission aoquires pxOpert)\ "the person from whom the
property was acquired shall have the right of first
refusal to reacquire the property at a cost of not
more than the compensation paid by the commission to such person for the property."'

If a settlement cannot be reached, the case will
proceed to trial. Befoxe the trial begins, the con·

How is Compensation Detertnined?

dernni.ngauthority may issue a written offer of
compensation to the property owner. known as an
oflec ofjudgment. The property owner may also
make an offer for a seUing price under $100,000. A

When determining the extent of compensation in a

Before eminent domain may be
initiated for a project involving
federal or state funding,

environmental documentation
required under the Notional
Environmental Policy Act must be
completed, and location and design
criteria must be met.

....

Parcels Condemned and
Negotiated

"
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condemnation trial, a l2•panel jury may weigh
several factors, including:
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In Florida, on increase in properly
value resufting from o new

tronsportolion focility, moy be used
to offset business or severance
domoges awarded to o properly
owner.

• the value of the property;
• any damages accruing to the remainder of the
property as a result of a partial taking (sever•
ance damages); and
• the effects of a partial taking on an operating
business (businessdamag<s}-provided it bas
operated at t~ same location fo r at least five

years.
Juries are typical in condemNtion ases in Florida
but are no< required by the Stare Constitution. A
p~ alternative, to be submitted for consideration in the t9971egislative session.. would allow
eminent domain octions to be tried b)• a threemember commissi-on. in lieu of a twelve-panel jury.

Average Final Judgments

i

In Florida, if the property being taken has increased
in value as a result of the proposed impro\·ements
to or construction of a new transportation facility,
that inerease-known as a special benefit- may be
used to offset the business or severance damages
awarded to the property owner. This increase may
not be used to reduce the initial cost of the land
being taken.

Limitations on Eminent Domain
SO<AOI; flofldo TI'OOIIpo~n c-luion, P.riom-ono. &
Plod...Uion t..itw, fY 199<~-199$
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There are limitations on when the power of eminent
domain may be used. For example, it may only be
used to achieve a public, not private_, purpose, and
It may only be used when acquisition is necessary to
achieve that purpose. What constitutes a "public
use" and "necessity" has been loosely defined and
c"forced by the courts. Additionally, ex:cept in
certain circumstances, the power of eminent
domain may only be used to condemn the amount
of land needed to achieve the public purpose.

Attorney's Fees
In Florida, the state is responsible for paying the
property owner's attomey's fees as well as "all
reasonable costs incurred" in the defense or the
eminent domain proceedi_ngs, Including business
damages or independent property appraiS<>Is.ln
1994, the Floridalegl$1atureamended S<!ction
7.).()92, Attorneys Fefl, establishing a formula (or
determining attOrn<!)'$ fees. based solely on the
benefit achreved for the property owner.
In eminent doma1n cases, attorney's (tts are not
deducted from the award given to the proptrly
owne~ as in dvil or personallnjury trials, but are
paid above and beyond the compensation award. if
the eventual settlement is Ins than the final offer
of judgmen~ the state pays only those fees up to
the time the offer was ~ed. In 1995, the State
paid $34.9 million in attorneys' l<fl for right-ofway cases alone.'

• Excess Condemnation
Condemnation of land beyond wh•t is needed (or a
particular public purpose is krtown as "exeess
condemnation." The different methods of exooss
condemnation are p rotective and supplemental.
Use of the latter technique may require direct
statutory ollowanc<!.
Protective condemnation is the condemnation o£
land adjacent to a transportation locllity for the
purpose of controlling its use. The hmd maybe ,
held or resold with use or access restrictions wh1ch
require future land uses to be compatible with the
new facility. It is likely that o strong safety or
operational justification would be required to
condemn in this manner.

--

-

-

Supplemental condem.nationinvolves the acquisition of land SUIIOWiding a transportation facility,
where the land is not actually needed for construction. The intent is to purchase land prior to the
development, when costs are lower, then sell the
liUid following oonstruction of the fadlity when
the land is in greater de!lW'Id and a higher return
may be obtained. The money earned would help
offset the cost of building the ladlity, and the
purchase would alleviat~ the potentially negative
impacts of dev~lopment in the corridor.
\'\lhether •supplemental condemnation" is a
legitimate exe1:cise of the power of eminent domain
is not clear in cases of corridor preservation. A U.S.
Supreme Court case in Cincinnati questioned t:he
constitutionality of a state statute enabling the
govemment to condemn in excess of what was
needed, if the taking would definitively serve a
public use (s""' City ofCincinnati v. Vester, 281 U.S.
439 (1930). Although it has been upheld for
redevelopment of blighted areas, it is doubtful
whether it would be upheld for corridor management without specific statutory guidance.

-

Acquiring land in advance of final approval of a
transportation facility may occur in several in-

stances:
• when the opportunity arises to purchase
advantageous paroels in a developing corridor;
• in response to an inveJ:'8e condemnation daim;
• when the corrido.r is threal<lned by imminent
development (protective buying); and
• in hardship cases.
Eminent domain acquisition may only proceed
following completion of en\<ironmental documentation and location and conceptual design acceptancei therefore~ most parcel advance acquisition
cases wou.Jd not invoke the use of eminent domain.
Additionally, paroel advanoe acquisition is usually
not possible on projects that will receive federal
funding, until location and conceptual design
acceptance is granl<ld by FHWA. An exception or
"c:ategori.c:alexdusion" may be provided for

• Early Acquisition
There are two types of eady acquisition: paroel
advance acquisition.. and project advance acquisition. The former is the acquisition of aspecific
parcel of property when an advantageous purchase opportunity is identified, and with eminent
domain used ordy in llinited situations. Partial
environmental documentation is required to the
extent that it provides sufficient infonnation to
begin to aoquire individual parcels. The latter is
the adv.,ooment of entire right-<lf-way projects
using compleb!d project de,•elopment studies. This
section describes parcel advance acquisition.

1995 Ri ght-of-Way Costs (in mru;on, or dOU•">

27.4
228.6
•

Bv:ir.e~ Oo~s

OlondO'NI'IGr ft~.»

"The appreciated value of property
near interchanges-resulting solely
from the presence or proposed
location of o new highwoy-should
revert to the stote. If this land were
purchased with high,voy acquisition
funds and resold or leased to
developers os improved land, the
proceeds would help underwrite a
substantial port of the toto/ highway
program."- Urban .Advisors to the
FHWA, 1968.
1111$ fi~ ;., 11te City, U.S. Go.$mfi'IOI'Il Plinlif!9 Olt>OC:
'A'W\ill91011
1968.

o.c..

Chapter 337, F.$., authorizes the
Florida Deportment of Tronsportofion

to, •purchoS<~, lease, exchange or
othetwise acquire orry land or
buildings or other imptO¥ements"
which ore needed, 'to secure or
utilize rronsportolion rights-of-woy for
existing, proposed, or onlicipoted
lronsportotion locil ities on the Stole
Highwoy System.•

protective buying or hardship acquisition actions

imminent development that would preclude future

PfO(ective buying does not help to guarantee the
specific alignment of the facility. In fact, if the
eventual allgnment of the roadway does not
incorporate the acqui~ land, and the land is later
sold, it can give the appearance of public land
speculation-«spedally if the land is sold (or a
profit. However. protective buying provides an
avenue whereby a state highway agency could
strategically purchase and presen-e some critical
parcels along a corridor without having to purchase the entire right-of-way.

transportation u se.5 In the event a negotiated
purchase agreement a.nnot be reached, the state

Hardship Acquisition

Protective Buying
On projects receiving federal funding, advan~
parcel acquisition by negotiated purchase may be

initiated under limited cir-cumstances, through
protective buying. Protective buying is the acqu isi·
lion of land within a mapped corridor on wh ich the
owner has impending plans to develop the property. The land may only b~ acquired to prevent

Florida 11 one of the few sloles to oword b.Jsi.
ness damages in right-of-woy taking cases.
f'oymenb Olll mode too bos;ness ownet who
hos operoted o business on the some site for
oJ leost five years, to mitigate any impocts
c:oused to the buslnMs os o result of o portio!
toking of propeny through eminent domoin.
A property owner con make o claim to receive
business damages for o number o f circum-

Early parcel ncquisition on projects receiving
federal funding may also occur when there is a
dtmOI1$trated hardship on the property owner. In
hardship cases, a property owner may request a
purchase on the basis of a particular financial or
health-related hardship. For example, the government agency may acquire a property where a
highway proje<t renders it unsaleable in a manner
that poses a particular hardship on the property
ownet that is unique to that property in contrast

Florida's eminent domcrin logisfot;.,., """"des
few guid<llines for d.t"""i.,;ng the extent "'
dumfion of th. tolcing's impocl on the properly
owner1 making it difficuh to de-termine on
occvrote buslness domoge award. Often,
busil\ess domogos ore so high that fhey cause
tho stoto to invoke o whole taking (ollowed
Of'lly when the amount of the claim exceeds the

to others.

valve of the remoini"{J property).

stances including relocotion costs, loss of
profit, lassos from sole of equipment, and loss

According to the Flofido Tra nsportation
Commission, Florida spent a total of $303.5

of goodwill (i.e., damage to a long-standing
reputation in the community Of loss of 0 spe•

million on right-of-woy eJCpenditures during
1995. O f that IOIOf1 4% or $ 12.4 million WO$

ciffc client bose, due to relocotioo, etc.).
These payments ore different from severance

spent on business domoge$. Concern over
the rising costs of oc.quiring right·of·woy in

domoges, which ore poid to o property ownet
to compeNote for domoge to the VCJioe of th e

Florida has led some policy moket'$ to coli for
recon.sideration of the methods fo t determin·

remo;nder of the proper1y during o portio!
taking.
'-----

may i.nJtiate eminent domain proceedings to
acquire the land.•

that would not limit the evaluation of alternatives
that may be requi~ during the NEPA process.•

ing bvsi041$$ damage ollowonces.

j
•

- -- - - - - -- ------- -- - - _)

Hardship acquisition may also be justified when
the property owner can provide documentation
that on the basis of health, safety, or financial
reasons, thnt remaining on the property poses an
undue hardship. Finandal hardship may arise
f.rom a loess of employment retirement, litigation,
and so on. Health hardships may include advanced
age, debllitoting illness, or major handicap,
whereby the current housing facilitiEs are no
longer suitable.

--

-

• Options to Purchase
An option to purchase property is a volwttary
ronlrlld between a properly owner and a buye.; in

which lht property o •"""' asr-10 I'I1SeM! the
property at a S)ven price for a speciJied period of
time, in exchange for a deposit payment on the
land. During this time. the buyer is the sole party
eligible to purchase the property, and may exercise
this option ot any time during the contract. If the
purchase has not been made during the designated
time frame, the property owner is no longer
oblisated to sell the properly 10 the original buyer.
To help preserve o corrldo~ the state or local
government can negotiate an option to purchase
specific property for a set price, and make a
deposit on the land for lower cost than would be
paid for on oubight purchase. This technique
would be viable as a short term protection strategy.
Options 10 pur<hase are financially attracti..., to
the public aseney. bea.use they do not require
much Initial spending. but may help preserve a
oitical paroel from development If the property is
not needed, there are no additional eosts; the
purchasing agent may simply let the contract
period cocplrt! without purchasing the property. The
public agency also benefits from asswances that no
developmentacti vity will occur during the contract period. Addilio.nally, option contracts allow
the property to remaitl on tax rolls until the time ol
puxchas<.

• Purchase of Development Rights
Development rights can be sepaxated from other
property rights or from the remainder of the
property and purchased. donated, sold. or condemned for public purposes. A government agency

--

- - - -- -

- - - - - - -- -

may purchase development rights from a property
owner-in essence. compensating the property
owner for maintaining the property in an undeveloped slate. Property owners may typically fann the
lo.nd or use it for purposes other than development.
The purchase of these rights in the form of a
development easement may be permanently
recorded with the deed to the property, thereby
ensuring that development will never occur. This
strategy prescrvos right-of-way from development,
v.'ithout oondcmning and paying for an entire
property.

Rlsiht«.Way Taking fW Acceaa Control
ThrouOh the power of emi...:n ~in, fOOT moy "condemn oil ne<::es<ory IOnds ond property,
Including rights ol ocx;ess, oil; view, and light, whelher public or privole, for the purpose of
· securing ond utilmng ho~ ngm-ol-woy, including, but not. limited to •.. oreos neces·
.
sary lor monogement ol access.• · ·

.

Tho statuto olso permits.fDOT to ocquire o lot,, block, or hoct ollond beyond whot is octuolly·
needed for the facility, ~the cost of the larger acquisition will be equol to or less thon the cost of
acquiring only o porli6.n of the propertY. This is port of the normal condemnation process and Is
not CO('IS!dored to be "excc~fs condemnotfon!'

~onageme.nt '!>.ct, .§33S.i 8·1, F.S., provides the FOOT with
The S1oie Highw;,y Sy>lem
stole highway system. The 'Act stole• thot while 0 p~perty .
the
to
OC<GS$.
outhorlty to regulate
· owner h'os o right to. reasonable C?Ccess tO on obutllng state highwOy, there Is not always ·an ·
lmpliclt·rjght to direct, unregulated highway ocxoss. The FOOT moy restrict or regulate the moons

Acce,;,

of occess.1o on obuffing ·~ ighwoy to further the s1ote's access management goals.

T~e statuto enables the doiportmeril to occjuiro additional right-of-woy .to build seivice-ioods ·

then

be entitled
olong o otote highwoy. A property owner whose lond obutt o service rood would
to roosonoblo access 1o that seJViCe rood~ Out not direct occass across the sei'Vica ·mad to the
sloto highway. Anolher pO!ential application olthis authority is lhe provision ol access roods to
poteels obutti!'9 on interchOnge !hot ore otherwise oooble to meet OOMOdion sPoc;ng requ'irements.
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A difficult aspect of administering a PDR
program is establishing a fair purchase
price for development rights. The price
could be fairly assessed as the difference
between the land's present value and its
market value based on zoned density.
Under some market conditions, however,
the price of purchasing a development
easement may be dose to the cost ot an
outright purchase. In these cases, PDR
would pose no advantages over tee simple
acquisition.
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CHAPTER SIX
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AccEss

MANAGEMENT
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. Access

A

ccess management is a process for
providing acyess to land development,

while preserving traffic flow on surro~md
ing roadways in terms of safety, capacity, and
speed. Thls is achieved by managing the location,

design and operation of driveways, median openings, and street connections to a roadway. It also
involves use of auxiliary lanes, such as tum lanes
or bypass lanes, to remot•e tuming vehicles from
through-traffic movement
Roadways a re cla.<sified for acoess control based
upon their Lmportance to local and regional
mobility. The greatest access control is applied to
roadways intended to serve more through traffic,
beginning with interstate freeways or expressways,
followed by arterials and collectors. The least
access control is applied to local streets-including

minor collectors, residential access streets, frontage
roads, and alleys.

• Benefits of Access Management
Public purposes behind access control include
improved safety of vehicular and pedestrian

travel, preservation of roadway level of service,
and enhanced community character. By preserving
roadway level of service, access management helps
protect the substantial public investment in
transportation aJ:\d reduces the need for expensive
improvements. Studies conducted in Florida and
Colorado suggest that poor spacing, design, and

location of driveways could reduce avexage travel
speed, whereas improvements in access manage.-.
ment could increase road,~~ay capacity substantiaUy.
Research has consistently shown that access
management helps reduoe the rate and severity of
traffic accidents. Good definition and spacing of
driveways also Lmproves pedestrian and bicycle
safety, by reducing the potential for confli.c ts with
turning vehicles. Safety hazards on transportation

corridors translate into significant socia1 and
economic costs. Colorado DOT reported that

access-related accidents on Colorado toads cost
society approl<imately of $9()0 million in 1994
alone.

From a land development perspective, acoess
management requirements further the orderly
layout and use of land and help discourage poor
subdivision and site design, The quality of site
access is also important to the success of a development project The Urban Land Institute's Shopping
Ceuter Dewlopmenl Handbook wams that "poorly
designed entranoes and exits not only present a
traffic hazard, but also cause congestion that can

create a negative image of the center."
Reducing the number and frequency of driveways
and median openings also improves the appear-

ance of major corridors. More area is available for
landscaping, the appearance of asphalt is reduced,

and scenic or envirorunental features can be
37

protected. For this reason.. access management is a
part of many plans aimed at improving the image
o ( strcetsc:apes and gateways and attracting eco• Stole Highwoy Sy•tem Access
Management Act, Chapter 335. 18,
F.S.
• Stole Highwoy System Connec~ion
Permits, Administroti•e Proce-.ss, Rule
14-96.
• Stole Highwoy System Access
Monogemel\l Clossiliootion System
ond Slondords, Rule 14.97.
• FOOT Median Opening Decbion

Process, Topic No. 625.010-020·0.

Driveway 8peclng 811lndlrda

•

Adopt minimum spacing &tondords for
driveways

• Reinforce with minimum lot frontage ond
joint OC<::ess requirements
For more: lnlo~n 01'1 df;.,~ tPCJOI"'Q 6'Cin~d• I" !hi
Tron$j)OI1CJiOn RtM0f(h ( ii(IIIO•
Orl.toow onl/ SN.t1
lnle:rs«<\on ~. V/o~IOr! O.C.: Trontpo"'OIon lttMOOc:h
eootd, ~ t 996.

""""'"'·•SO.
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nomic development.

• Access Man agement Techniques
A«ess management requires careful coordination
of land uS<> and tra.nsportation objecti"es. Local
regulations must address the inte«<ependence of
land division and access and integrate ao:ess
management principles throughout the planning
and regulatory program. Below are some specific
steps local gowmments con take to improve and
ma.na.ge access:
• Regulate driveway spacing. corner dearance..
and sight distance.
• lncr~ase minimum lot frontage and setback
requirements along thoroughfares and regulate
lot width·to-depth.
• Restrict the number of driveways per
existing parcel or lot and consolidate
access wherever feasible.
• Establish driveway d esign elements and
warrants for use of those d esign features.
• Promote internal con.nection.s between
adjacent land uses and encourage unified
circulation and parking plans.
• Treat properties und er the same O\m e rsh.ip
and those consolidated for development as
one property for the purposes of access
control.
• Discourage the location o f driveways
along acceleration or decele ration lanes
and tapers at street intersections or inte.-.
changes.

• Restrict flag Lots and regulate private ro:tds
and access easements.
• Minimize commercial strip zoning ttnd pro·
mote mixed use and ncxible zoning.
• Require subdivisions alon.g arterials and
colle<:tors to be designed with lntemaflzed
access (reverse frontage).
• Millimize subdivision exemptions and rtvie\'1
lot splits to prev""t access and right-of·way
problems.
• Optimite driveway location and overall access
in subdivi$ion and site plan review.

Driveway Location and Design
Driveway location and design affects the ability of
a driver to safely and easily enter and exit a site. If
not properly placed. exiting vehicles may be unable
to see oncoming vehicles and motorists on the
roadway may not have adoquate ~me to stop. If
driveways are too narrow or have 1n inadequate
turning radius, then vehicles will be unable to
maneuver quickly and comfortably off the road·
way. If the turning radius and width are excessive,
then rapid maneuvers onto the site pose safety
hazards for pedestrians, bicycles, or vehicles. The
storage length of a driveway also needs to be
adequate so vehicles need not wait in through
lanes to enter the site.

Driveway Spacing Standards
Driveway spacing standards establish a minimum
distance tha t should be maintalncd between
driveways. Reasonable spacing betwe"" driveways
is important to the safety and capacity of roadways, as well as the appearance of a corridor.
Managing driveway spacing i.s essential on roads

-

-

- - --

intend«! lor hlgher speeds. At hight!r speeds
travelffl have less time and space 10 react to the
11nexp<d<d. Thenlore. the minimum distance
needed~drivewaysisgreaterasspeed ·
limitsincreas<. This is why driveway sparing
standMis ""'mOO! stringent for hlghways and
arteri:.a.ls.
Driveway or oonnection sjXIcing standards are
derived from traffic e ngineering prindples, driver
behavioljand vehicle dynamics. Considerations in
establishing SjXIcmg s tandards include highway
luncliot~ access dasslAcotion and speed, location

of streets and driveways, volume of trucks, driver
expectancy, and scparat;on and reduction of
conflicts. Some commwUties vary spacing standards depending upon the development intensity

or traffic volume to be served on a site and that of
adjacent sites. Single family homes are typically
exempt. Driveway spacing standands for state
roads aro set by the Florida Department of Transportation.

Com er Clearance
Comer clcnrance Is the distance from an intersection of a pu.bllc or private road to the nearest
access coMection. Comer dearance standards
preserve good traffic operations a t intersections, as
well as thesafety and oonvenienceof access to .
comer properties. Assuring an adequate Jot size
with appropriate coroer clearance will protect the
development potential and market value of comer
propertlos. It will also help assure that these

propertiH do not experience access problems as
traffic volumes grow on the adjacent thoroughfare.

-

- -- - - -

-
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Boundary of Intersection

Joint and Cross Access
joint and cross access requirements connect
adjacent land uses and consolidatedriwwaysservingmorethano neproperty. This
allows vcl\lcit$ to circulate between adjacent
bus~ without having to re-enter the
arterial. joint access requirements are used
10 connect major developments and to
improve driveway sjXIdng where highway
frontage has~ s ubdivided into small Jot
frontages. This technique allows intensive

----

-
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dcvcloptne.nt of a corridor, while maintaining traffic operations and safe and convenient access to businesses.

'
flotlclo

)otnt and cross access is applied to selected
corridors as follows. Property owners unable to
meet driveway spacmg standards are_required to
provide for joitot and cross access easements
wherever feasible. Abutting properties under
differentownenhiparec ncowaged tooomply, but
generally not requin!d until they nedeorelop or
expa.nd. In the meantime_ the applicant is allowed
a tempora.rydrivcway. Theeasementisrea>rded ,
with the property records, along with a joint

maintenance agreement and agreement to close
the temporary driveway when the joint access
system is complete.
Flexibility is needed on an administrativeleveiiO

work with tho unJquc circumstances of each
development s ite. Communities could relax
driveway spacing standards for properties that
agree to oonsolidatc access, and provide for

variances where compliance proves Unpractical
Some ordinances provide incentives~ such as
density bonuses, for combining acoess points, or

Requiro
Complote
On-Site
ClrculoHon .

t.A.JLLL1..1..1.

relax parklng and dimensional reqwrements
where nccessa.ry to achieve shared access.
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Oclanclo'a J -AcceM Requlramenta
Orlando, f lorida, is improving drive·
way spacing by applying ioint occ::ess

and cross access r6quirements to
designated "'cross access corridors."'
Joint use driveways and cross access
easements must be established wher·
ever feasible and the building site must
incorporate a unified access and circu-

lotion $ySfem. Properties that comply

with these requirements may be gront6d
less restrictive driveway spacing.

Cross access corridors ore indica ted on
the zoning mop, along with portions of
the corridor where easements hove
been recorded. Standards require:

• A continuous Hnoor trovel corridor

Reverse Frontage

Frontage Roads

When land is subdivided for residential usc.~ Jo ts
abutting the thoroughfare should not be allowed to
obtain driveway connections on the thoroughfare.
Instead, th~ subdivision should be designed so these
lots obtain access from an interior street or frontage
street. Landscapi.ng, berms, or other barriers may
be provided at the rear of these properties to buffer
them from the noise, debris, and traffic on the
thoroughfare. This also reduces the potential for
dangerous conflicts be tween high-speed traffic and
residents entering and e_xistillg their driveway.

Frontage roads ~n be u.seful for eliminating
driveway connections along high-speed arterials.
However, if not carefully managed, frontage roads
can create operational problems at interse<:tionsespedally when combined w ith high traffic
\•o]umes associated with commercial and higher
density residential areas. If frontage roads coMecl
close to major intersections, the result may be
severe congestion, long d elays, and high accident
rates. These potential impacts are even greater
with two-way frontage roads, and those planned
to accommodate higher intensity d•welopment.

r[:!.:. . .:Jj ~
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extending the entire length of each
~·
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·
·
block it servos, or olleost 1.000 loot
! (]
of linear frontage along the thor. ~
J
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I
oughfore, and having o design
- - - - - - - - - speed of 10 mph.
• Suffici6nt width to accommodate
two-way travel aisles designed to
accommodate automobiles, service
'
{g)
I
vehicles ond loading vehid es in
'
occordonce with ]design] require·
:~ I
I
1..::::
'
ments;
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-• Stub-outs and other design features
that make it visually obvious thot the
obuHing properties may be tied in to
provide cross-access;
• linkage to other cross-occess
corridors in the orea.
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City o1 Otlondo, Floricla, OlfoMo Code oi
Qfditlone<o,, lend ()o,~IOI)me~l Code, Ctt~ltr 6l.
Rood""W OeJ~ o.-.d A.ccess Moncgcmcnt, 199l,
Soo.tt~:
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Problems associated with frontage roads can be
overcome through careful attention to design and
placement. Belo\v ar~ some considerations related
to frontage roads:
• "Backage" roads with development along both
sides, ate preferable to frontage roads, as they
allow for a greater d istance betv~·een the
connection and the intersection.
• One·way frontage roads generate fewer
conflicts than two-way frontage roads. for
retrofit situations, one-way frontage roads tho.n
enter and leave the main road without cros,s..
ing intersections are preferred.
• Restricting left tums into and out of a frontage
road helps to reduce conflicts. This could be
accomplished with restrictive medians.
• Maintain adequate separation between the
fron tage road and the future right-of-way line
for pedestrian refuge and landscaping.3

-
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M edians

----

-

----

Avoid Continuous Right-Tum Lanes

Raised or grassy medians in the center of a road
separate opp<lSing lanes of traffic and restrict
tuming and crossing movements. Studies from
Florid..nd around the nation show that ~><>rough
fares with raised medians are saJer than those with
U11dlvided U>orough.fares or center two·way left
tum lanes.' Medians also provide a refuge for
pedestrians as they cross thoroughfares and can be
landscaped as port of a corridor beautlflcation

program.
Median landscape plans need to be developed with
carclulattention to maintaining adequate sight
distance and visibility for tuming and crossing
vehicles.' As with driveways, tho spacing and ·
design of median openings is important to the sate
and efficient operation of the roadway. Safety
benellt..re reduced where median openings have
inadequate storage or are too dose together.

*

.

in removing tumlng \l6hide$ !rom throughI ~~~"Y~lo:nes:.,o:reifhelp/ul
(ighf.tum Iones ore "91 broken periodicolly,

1troffic.

drivers moy use

os through-lones, cousif\(J confusion os to ·

·where cors wilt turn. Frequent curb cuts ond· unptodidoble turning .
ond weaving movements result in hozordous ~riving condrtions.

• Retrofitting Existing Corridors
Cruh Rata& for RaiMd llled.lana
and Center Two-Way
Left•Tum Lanes In Florida

~s

8

J

4
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nWLT'L
• Raked Median
Cl Undivided

4.44

4.28

One of the challenges in managing access is how
to improve accas on already developed comdots. The level of demand on our transportation
system has changed and so has our understand·
ing of the issues and problems. As commuroties
grow and change, roads originally intended to

provide access to homes or businesses may be
needed to serve through traffic. In addition, some
of the a000$8 problems we now see are the result
of poor subdivision and zoning practiocs made in
the past. It is much more difficult to manage
these competing d~ds and solve access
problems after the fact.

3.27

3
2

E1
0

The Florida Deporlmenl of
Tronsportotion hos o policy ol designing
oil new or reconstruded mvlli-lone
highwoys with restrictive medians,
except four-lone sections with design
speeds ol40 mph. Facilities with design
speeds of 40 mph or less ore to include
sections of restrictive median.

Four Lane
1<93.
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One strategy is to prepare access management plans for the higher priority corridors in the rommunity. Restrictive medians with cartfu lly designed cro6SOVers are
useful for controlling turning movements
and improving safety on Already developed corridors. Special corridor zoning
and overlay zones can be designed to
address the unique circumstances of the
corridor whi1c odvnndng access management objectives. Loc.al ordinances can a)so
include retrofitHng standards that specify
when existing uS('S must come into
compliance with th(} new standards. Such
conditions might indude substantial
enlargements or improvements, significant changes in trip scneration, or when
new connection permits are requested}
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CHAPTER SEVEN

FUNDING

D

ue to regulatory constraints on use of
state and federal funds for advanoo
right-of-way acquisition, as well as
revenue shortfalls, alternative methods of funding
are always being sought. Potential funding options
for right-<>f-way acquisition include right-of-way
revolving funds, local option ~s taxes, irn!'act
fees, and special assessment districts. Publicprivate partrierships, such as tran~portation
corporations, are another alternative. This chapter
describes these and other funding alternatives for
the acquisition of transportation right-of-way.

• Right-of-Way Revolving Fund
The federal right-of-way revolving fund was
developed to assist states in acquiring right-of-way
in advance of project construction. This interestfree funding source is available for state and local
governments for a 10-year time limit (extended by
ISTEA to 20 years), and allows the advance purchase of right-of-way for highway facilities. The
fund is limited compared to the demand for
dollars· estimates indicate that for.every dollar
avau.ab'le annuall}~ three to four dollars in loans
are requested.' To be eligible for funding, the state
must comply with the:
• Uniform RclocationAssistance and Real
Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970;
• Ci\'il Rights Act of 1964;

• National.Environmental Policy Act;
• Endangered SJ"'cies Act; and
• all othet applicable environmental laws.
Fundsmaybeused to pay theentirecostsof right·
of-way aoquisition, includin$ movmg and relocation payments. Actual construction for a project for
which these funds have boon utilized must begin
within 20 yea.rs.

• State Transportation Trust Fund
Currently, the Florida Department of Transportation pays for right-of-way acquisition with allocations from both the State Transportation Trust Fund,
and on certain federal-aid highway projects, from
the federal revolving fund. Revenues collected
from fuel taxes, rental car surcharges, motor
vehicle fees, and the new initial vehicle r:gi.stration
surcharge comprise the State Transport<>tion Trust
Fund, which totals approximately 1.5 billion dollars
annually. Right-<>f-way projects to be funded .
through this souroo must be SJ"'e>fically ·~entiJicd
in the FOOT five year work program, wh1ch
indicates the year in 'vhich construction is schcd~
uled to begin (section339.135 [4.b.3]).
Due to fluctuations in tax and fee revenues, the
Florida legislature enabled the sale of bomds in 1990
to fund right-of-way aoquisition. Up to six peroont
of the STrF may be transfer<ed annually to the

Florida's Transportation Shortfall
113.6

TCII:I!

A'Ain!blo

N$$(1$

R$\'CniiC

Stot0 and local govcmments in
Florida ore facing a nwcnue shortfall

of $27 billion ovor the next 20 ycors,

ivst to maintain existing transportation
conditions. {Estimates ore in cu«ent
dollars and indude roods, transit,
ports ond oirports.)
Souroe: Center fOI" Ur~n Trar~noliGn ~~ordl,
Sl~"'idt Trnnspotto1lot1 Needs cr:d f~>nding S.'Vo:ft S~
To'(lns~•icn Pcl;:y l11lfMvt, 1995.
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Hillsborough County, Florida collects
$. l 0 worth ol gas taxes which
generate approximately $3 l .5 million
per year. The covnty nos the $.02
Constitutional gas tax; the $.01
county gas tax; the s.qr "9" penny•
gos lox; and the $.06 loco/ option
gos lox. It hos not ovthorized the
•fiMS• live-penny lox.

Right·of·Way Acquisition & Bridge Construction
Trust Fund, for the purpose of meeting debt service
obligations on bonds. Ninety percent of this may go
to pay debt service on bonds; the remaining 10%
must remain in the fund as coverage. Bonds to
acquire right-<>f·way may be issued annually to the
extent that debt service on those bonds does not
exceed the 90% available.

• State Infrastructure Bank
Slate inlnstructure banl<s were identified under
ISTE.A as a mechanism for meeting some of the
challenges of financing tronsportation projects.
Under an state infrastructure bani<, states would
utilize state or federal funds in much the same
manner as a private lending institution. Through
the infrastructure bani<, the state could make loans,
secure loans, and use its funds as collateral when
issulng bonds. The funds within the infrastructure
bank could also be used to purchase right-<>f·way
for transportation projects
The money to create the bank comes in part from
the overall federal allocations to the state. Each
stat<l can also fund the bank through ils existing
surface transportation program funds. A recent
t<m·statc pilot program, passed as part of the
National Highway System Designation bill, enabled
stotes to use 10% of their apportionments over two
years to establish the bank.' Florida was one of the
ten states chosen to particip"te.
The primary benefit of establishing: a state infra·
structure bank is increased flexibility in selecting
projects and managing costs. The U.S. Department
of Transportation's report on infrastructure banks
descdbes the benefits of state infrastructure banks

as:
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•

•
•
•
•

ft~cilitating pcojects

that would otherwise be
delayed or infeasible;
offering many types of flnandalassistance for
transportation projects;
enabling sta,.s to tailo r flnanclng to Cit project
need;
enabling states to "recycle" funds by~
loaning funds as they on repaid;
and using limited grant funds more effectively,
thereby freeing up grant funds lor projects
tbat DlO$l need ITadl tional fW1ding.'

• Local Option Gas Taxes
Chapter 336, Aorida Statutes, authorizes local
governments to levy three different gas taxes to
fund tronsportation improvements. including
right-<>f·way acquisition. The flrot of the three is
called the "on..ro-six penny• gas tax. Adopted in
1983, the tax enables local govemmenls to assessby a super majority vote of the commission or a
public referendum- up to $.OS to fund a variety of
transportation expenditures.
The second is known as the "one-to-five penny"
gas tax, or the "ELMS" gas tax.ll was authorized
in 1993, and allows I<XaJ governments to assess up
to a nickel for any transportation expenditures
needed to moot the requirements of the capital
improvements program in an approved compre·
hensive plan. Revenue from ench of these cwo
taxes is divided between the county govcmment
and the municipalities within it.
The third ta.x is called the "ninth penny" u.x~ 01\d is
a one-cent assessment to fund costs of operation
and maintenan<:e or existing tnm$port3tion
facilities, including right-of-way acqulsilion. tt ls

----

espedaUy authori.ted for counties alone, but
counli<$ are not pleduded from sharing the
revenues with their municipalities.

• State-Shared Revenue Sources
Florida has two sourw.o of "sta..,_.hared revenue"
which may be used for right·of·way acqwsition
and tnlnsportaHon l.mprovements. The first is
authorized by the Florida Constitution, and is a
$.02 motor fuel tax. The revenues from this are
ooUected by the Dopartment of Revenue and
administered by the State lloard of AdministTation
(SBA). Eighty pcrocnt of d>c total revenue generated is allocated for debt service on bond issuance·
'
the remaining 20o/o is allocated to loca.J govern·
ments. The second type is a 5.01 cotu1ty gas tax
which is also used forcoW>ty debt service.

• Public/Private Partnerships
A public/ private partneiship is, "the pairing and
cooperation of public and private resources to
a~ an end that wW benefit both the private
developer and 1M public sector.•• Public/private
parlnelllhips con be beneficial to all participants in
corridor mnnagement. The local government may
benefit from the construction of a needed facility at
low cost and in a m.o te expeditiou.s mann~ than
could be accomplished by the government. The
private enterprise may benefit from the profits
earned through operation of the facility. In some
cases, th.e.private sector may generate the funding
for a facility and operate it for a designated period
of tl.me to recapture expenditures; the roadway

may then revert to state ovmership for long-tenn
maintenance and operation (see case example:
DuDesGreenwayProject).

---

-

Transportation Corporations
Florida transpor1ation finance and planning law
provides for the creation of transportation corporations (339A01, F.S.). These are nonprofit corporations authori.ted to act on behalf of the Florida
Depa~t of Tr:""portation to assist with project
pi"""':"& and des1g11, assemble right-of-way and
financtal support and promote projects. "Project"
JS_ defined as~~ l.mprovementto an trisling
highway that IS mcluded in an adopted work
pr?S"am. The l~slation is aimed at increasing
pnvate sector financial support for road expansion
projects.

. --

Powers of Transportation
Corporaljc)Qil
Tronsportot;on ~ may
engoge in a voriety of odMiies aimed

at odYoncing stole highwoy-projeds,
.
·
Including:
• ocquiting_, tloldrng, investing, and

odminist6tlng po'Oper1y ond . .
transferring 6tle to the FOOT for
.
project development;
• perfon_ning preliminary _and final
··
olignmant s-tudlc_s;
• receiving contributions. of lond for
right-of~woy,

• Special Assessment Districts

ond cosh donOtions.
to be applied to the purchase of
right-of-way or design ond con· .

~pecia\asscssment districts are gaining in popular-

Sfi'Vction prOjects;

•ty as a method of funding transportation improvements. Spedal assessment districts are areas
designated lor the purpose of levying a tax on
property 0\\'1\0!$ who will benefit from specific
unprovements. These may be initiated by loca.J
govemments, or by developers and property
owners \vlshing to expedite the l.mprovement (stt
Route 28 'lhlnsport.ltion Improvement District).

• molting official presen1ations and
groops concerning the proied ond

lswlng

pA>SS

releoses and promo-

tional moteriols. ·

$ooooo_To,_, .......... _t..,
~ 339. s.dcn .C I2.

A parameter of special assessment districts is that
property owners must not pay more then they

receive in special benefits. Assessment methods are
typlcnlly uniform aci'OSs a district, although some
ill'Cas vary U1e fee according to the level of benefit
reoolved. One option might be to reduce special
assessments for property owners that dedicate
transportallon right-of-way. Typically, a revenue
bond Is ls$ued, backed by the e.xpectec1 revenue
streiUII, to cover the cost of a tTansportatioo
unprovement. l.ocaJ governments must be careful
in ruonlng properties within the district to ensure
that expe<ted revenues are not reduned.
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Route 28 Highway T111n•pottallon
lmp,.,.,.ment Dlll1rlct
T'he Route 28 Highway Transportation

Improvement Oistrid was estoblished bv the

Slate o! Virginia ol the request of local
bvsineu owners as o mechanism for
generating revenue for roodwoy improve·

menh. along ~te 28, o major co..-rKfor
ptcwiding access to the Dulles Airport. The
d;,tr;c! ""' creote<l in 1985 to widen 0 14
mile oegrne<>t ol Rou1e 28, which wos bodly
<MJr copoc;ty, to su Iones. The Route 28

improvement wos completed for opptoximotely Sl38 mil5~12
mil5on unde< budget ond yeotS
eoriier thon if the sfote hod
linonced lhe project.
loudoun and foirfo:x Counties
porticipoted i.n •he improve-mant district,

seen os essentiollo the economi:c viability
of the a rea. When the distrid wos creotad.

One ~nefit o f special assessment districts is a
potential reduction in cost to the state for construction of transportation facilities. due to the ability to
proceed with a pcoject without havi1\g to wait for
th~ release or state funds. There may also be a
considerable reduction ln the tinw it takes to se-c a
highw•ay ptoject come to fruition. An advantage to
property owners is the pot<ntial lor a higher
economic retum on their property lollowing
construction ola new transportation lacility.
Rules governing •pedala.,.,..menl districts in
Florida are established in Chapter 170, F.S., Supple-

menlo/ and lllttrnAiive Mdhod cf Md:ing L«ol

Municiprzllmpnwo>~CJt$. This statute, specifies the

allowable uses of special assessments, including
•tt.e payment or all or any par1 ol the costs• ol
public road construction. reconstruction. improvements, and so on.

• Impact Fees

the oreo was largely commercial and light
indt~slriol. The few residential uses were

"grand-fathered in," and were not obli·
gated to meet the special tax of $.20 per
every $100 of assessed. The district is
being preserved for business and industrial
use, with re-siden1iol land uses restrided to
three oreos oH the Route 28 corridor.
Oue to inc:r~osing fraquency of requests
to rezone property for residentiol use,
the State devised o mechanism ro
retoin the level of revenue needed for

tho bond issuo. Section I 5 . I · 1372.7 of
the Vtrginio Code re-quires property owners
to poy o lump sum to the county for the lox
obligation on the retoned property from
tho time it is rezoned through the life of the
toting district.
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Impact fees are charges levied against o development project to help lund the cost ol oil-site capital
improvements that benefit that development. The
fee is determin~d by assessing the projected impact
the development will hove on surrounding public
facilities. These lees must not exceed the proportionate share of the cost of serving a given development.
The basic process involves est.,blishlng n fncility
service area or impact fee zone, deflning the
adt>qtlacy of t>xi~ting fac i l ti<,>,~t, measuring and
pricing unit impacts, and establlshing n system lor
administering revenue$ and expenditures. The fees
must be spent in rtl!sonable proximity to the
development paying the r~ and within il rt1ll$01lable lime.

-
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Dulles Greenway Project
loudoun <Minty benolilcd lmm a pobiK/pfflole
enterprise during lha Dollas G,_,.,.,., rood
conslrUclion project in the Woshinglon, D.C.
metropolitan oreo of Virginia. To build lhe DuDes
G,..,nwo)'-'the new nor1hwest exteJ>sion of the
Dulles Toll Rood ovnn_ing from the Dulles Airport
fo Leosburg1 Virgini~privote se.;lot: developei'S

needed on expanse o f la nd 250 wide and 14
miloi long, plus additional land for ~on sltvdlon
purposes ond to meet environmental require-

ments. The four·lo ne, dMded roadway pioject
was de-ilsod to re lieve much of the congestion o ff
Route· 7 (Leesburg Pike), which runs nearly
porollolto tho new toll rood.
The rood wos funded by o .,Ortnership l~d by
privojjl lnvoslo,. ond )'fill be privately owned and
operated on o for-profit basis for the next thirty
yeort, at which tima it will r'CVCI'I to state owner~
ship. The rocd was scheduled to be completed in
spring of 1996 bvl opooed ahead of schedule in

September. 1995. Tho total cost olthe-projed
was oppradmotely $300 milion, much of which
was invested by the. principals in the project.

Impact lees an! o sowre of supplemental ftmding
for local governments to acquire right-of-way or
improve transportation infrastructure. They are an
equitable system of s~ncrating revenue, as the
charge assessed to the d eveloper is representative
of the development's impact on the sun:ounding
focllities. 11'eY cannot be used to address existing
dc.ficiencies; in oU\er words the need for new
facilities must be attn'butable to new development.

The property OWOOB whose Jond WQS needed
lor the e><ponSion project were iniiiolly asked
to donole the righl-ol-way. While nol oil
ognod, many of the la"ndowners did dono!e
the land w~h the oxpectotion of hiiJher furure
eomings ot lhe rood's completion. Most o/-lhe

-

----~

.""

'

londownera opted to negotiate foro price,

which tho portnerohip paid as opposed to·
exorcising eminent domain.

The project hod brood support among local
business owners and residents wi1hiri the
Countv. M anv residents recogni"zed·thot
benofits could arise from rezoning properf'(
adjacent to tho coiTidor from residential or
ogric.ultvrol to commercial or light industrial.
Future acc:oss was also o consideration for

--

property owners along the proposed rOtlle.
The prosped .of lu!uro earnings ~ulting /rom
improved oocoss lod many of the property
owners whose land would contain the inter·
changes to be moro·enthtsiosfic in seltmg or
donating their land.
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LEG AL CON SIDE RAT ION S
anceros over regula to')' takmg and
private property rights laws have made
local goverro:nents cautious in their regula·
tol)' efforts. Many communities are reluctant to
fully apply existing right·of-way preservation
policies, especially those involving mandatory
dedication. Others are disregarding existing
regulations until legal issues are more clearly

C

resolV<d.

Although c<nridor rnanagem<nt law is still evolv·
ing, regulatory guidelines and principlesemerging from the courto. Complicating the issue
Is the fact-sensitive nature of regulatory takings
decisions an\1 the subjective balance that must be
achieved among competing interests. In other
words, corridor management actions may or m•y
not coostitute a regulatory !liking, depending upon
their e«ect in that particul4r ~- nus section
add...,... principle considerations in developing a
legaUydefetlSible corridor management pro-

gram.'-'

• Establish a Foundati on in the
Comp rehensive Plan
In detennining the validity of local regulatory
actions, courts review whether the action is
consistent "'ith and based upon a local comprehen·
slve plan. Regulatory prognuns are more likely to
be found reasonable where they are based on a

comprehensive plan which has been officially
adopted in acco.-da.nce with due proa!SS reqWrtments.
The comprehensive plan is a legislative tool that
serves as a land use •constitution" by establlshJng
policies and direcHons for future development. In
addition, planning studies establish the factual
basis and need for corridor management efforts.
Policies in the plan Indicate an overall public
commitment to corridor protection, rather than an
arbitrary approoch that singles out property
owners for special treatment. Corridoro int<mded
lor management should be designated in the
comprehensive plan and development regulations
should be enacted pursuant to the plan.

'The imposition of lond use controls
by o loco/ government to ensure the
adequate provision of fond needed for
future tronsporlotion locilities has
been found to be a legitimate exercise
of the local governmen t's police
powers under Florida low. •
fOOl O:ncfor Mot~os-- DeNcil......
~ l6. 199S. p. 21

• Clarify Purpose and Intent
A regulation must be dearly designed to achieve a
legitimate public purpooe. Corridor management
regulations Mth the stated purpose of furthering
comprehensive planning and growth managemen t
objectives are more likely to be upheld as valid,
than regulations with an unclear purpa&! or which
appear to be aimed primarUy a t reducing condem·

nation costs.
Florida's growth management legislation ~uires

local comprehensive plans to include a traffic
circulation or transportation element indicating the
location and extent of existing and propo<!ed major
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Olftc:laJ....,

Stldll
Found
Uncondlutlon al
In Joint Ventures v. Dept. Of Tronspo~
totion, 563 So.2d ot 625, 626 (Flo.
1990), the Florida Supreme Court
rejected on official mop statvte as
unconstitutional and o violation of due

process provisions of the consJitution.
The statute prohibited local govern·
menu. from i$Suing development
permits within mopped right~of..woy for
five years oher the FOOT recorded on

oHiciol mop for the state highway
system. This could be eJdended lor on
additional five years, without o com·
mitment by the state to purchase the

I'&Ser.ted land.

Tho sooted purpose of the stolute wos
to frooto or otherwise hold down lond
values in anticipation of o future

condemnation (563 So.2d at 626).
The FOOT argued that allowing
development permits to be issued in
mopped rights-of·woy wO<Jid increase
the coot ol future land ocqui$ilion the

a

stote were to initiate condemnotion

proceedings.
Weighing eminent domain low and tho
lode of o commitment by the state to
purthose the land within the possiblo
10 year reservation period, the court
concluded thot the statute was "o
thinly veiled ottempt to 'acquire' land
by avoiding the legislatively mondottd
procedural ond substantive protec·
lion/' ond a deliberot6 ottempt to
•depress lond values in onticipolion of
eminent domain proceed"'gs.•

transportation corride<s. Rule 9)·5 of the Aorida
Administrative Code requires these plan elements
to establish measures to control access to T()adways
and to preserve and acquire existing and future
tTansportat:ion rights~f-way. Florida law also
requires land developmt:mt regulations to be
consistent with the policies nnd objectives in th~
comprehensive plan.
A central requirement o( the growth management
legislation-advanced by corridor management-is
the need to maintain concurrency. Public facilities
and serviCES needed to support development must
be available concurrent with the impacts of that
developmcn~ Local governments must adopt level
of service (LOS) standards, tliminate existing
service deficiencies, and provide adequate transportation facilities to accommodate new growth
reflected in the comprehensive plan. A right-of-way
preservation and access management program is
needed to carry out the dC$ired future net\vork and
help maintain level of service for concurrency.

• Provide Mitigation Measures
to Offset Hardship
Courts are much more likely to uphold a corridor
managemet~tordinance that lndudes measures and
procedures for mitigating hardships on affected
property owners. At a minimum thb; should indude
varian(.."e procedures and !ltnnd"rds. A variance
procedure provides an avenue for relieving devel·
opment restrictions where the corridor management program would deny a property owner of all
eronomically beneficial usc of property.
Courts typically require property owners to first
exhaust available administrative remedies.. in('luding appeals to the local board of adjustment, before
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the<ase is •ripe"' to be heard. U appeal procroures
exist and the property owner sues btfore first
pursuing a variance or other remedial action, the
C.lse may be invalidated on this basis.

Other mitigation measures include allowances for
interim uses in the right"'l)(•\1\•ay, on·site density
transfers, or administrative flexibility in addressing nonconformities posed by the corridor management program. Financial in<entives could also be
used to offset ha.rdship, such as impact foo credits
or tax abatements, wherein the value of there-served property is deducted from lhe total amount
o( assessed value.
II is important to gauge the ecooomic impact on

properties affected l>y the c<>•ridor management
requirements, and provide for interim uses or
other measures to assure some economically
bc.ncficial use of land. If the right-of-way prescrva1ion program would deny all reas.onnblc use of an
affected prope<ty, then the options should be to
purchase, condemn, or issue a building permit.

• Apply a Reasonable Reservation
Period
The duration of a right-of-way reservation should
be reasonable, based on a public commitment by
the local government to acquire the right-<>f·way.
Ills more likely that the courts will invalidate a
regulation with an unlimited or lengthy period of
time thnn one with a shorter reservation period,
with rt dear public commitment to :.1cquirc the
right·Of·way in the future. For example., communi·
ties could provide for a five ye.u reservation
period, tied to a capital improvem<>nts plan and
program. with an option to extend the period after
that time pursuant to a public hearing.

-

-
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Howtver. coorts do not rely solely on the dunlion
of the ..servalion in evaluating the legitimacy of
IeSetVation programs. Daniel Mandclket in his
landmark analysis of highway reservation laws,
explaiN:

Just how short a reservation period must be
is not clear, and one court held that even a
one-yea.r reservation period required
compensation. The courts have upheld
zooing moratoria that lasll!d for sev<ral
years, but would probably baJic at a hlgl>way reservation that remained In effect for
oo long a time.- The lndusion of mnedial
provisions that mltiga~ the burden of a
.rewvation on a landowner should help
resolve the uncertainty problem Md
support the use of highway reservation
early in the plannil\g proc:.lss.•

• Dedications and Exactions
In evaluating the ehruacter of regulations, courts
look to whether a legitimate state interest is being
served and whether an •essential nexus• exists
between the impacts of the project and the permit
conditions, Nolltm u. Cs!lifomia Ccastal Commission,
(US 1987). In addition, individual property owner.;
should not be required to carry a disproportion•~
shale of burden for a public benefit As stated by
the U.S. Supreme Court in Doltm v. City of Tigard
(US 1994), regulatory exactions should be "roughly
proportional," both in nature and degree, to the
Impacts of the regulall!d activity.
In Dol.., the U.S. Supreme Court weighed a city
action rtquiring dedication of land for a pedestrlar\/bicycle pathway as a condition of permit
app.rovllto expand an existing hardware store.

-

-
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Questioning the constitutionality of the oondi.t;on,
the court transferred the burden of proof to the dty
to demonstrate a "rough proportionality" between
the Impacts of the development and the nature and
degree of the e>UOctions. Allowing that the relationship need not be "precisely quantified," the court

Court Upholds Loc:al Thoro~hfant Plan
In Palm 8eoch County v. Wright, 612 So.2d
709 (Flo. 4" DCA 1993), the Florida Supreme
Court eon,;dered whether the County's thor·
""9hlore plan mop was the same os the mop
of re>eMllion that wos dedared unconslitu..tionol in Joint Ventu"'s. Th~ thoioughlore pion
mop hod been od9pted os port'of on ap-

plan. By meeting the stoMory obieetives of
planning /o.- luiure growth ond cfevelopment,
the thotoughlore 'pion mop was vMiwed by the
Court o> on ifl'o/Qiuoble plooning tool ond o
proper subjed ollhe police power. sOid the
Court: •the County's ability to pion for future
growth would be seriously impoded wlth01.1t
proved comprehensive pion, undet·th'e tequire- !he Thoroughfore Mop. • This wos In contrast
. ments of tho Florldo Growth Monogement At;t,
to the mop of reservation In Joint Ventures, :: .
OnQ wos vsed to reserve corr-idors needed fot
which wos perceiv~ as pJjmorily for the · ·
tronsportatlon focllilles. Any lond use oetiviHes . purp_ose of reducing futuro right-of-woy .. ·
in the moppe<l eorrfdo11 that would impede tho acquisition co'sts..
development of the future tronsportofion .Finally, It Wos this basis in the comprehensive·
ootwork ,..,,., prohlbifed ·by the comprehensive
plan which olforded the local go\lemment on
pion.
. .
opponunity to <i,...d ~ on 'two oo::osions per
The Court affirmed the~ ol the
year. This 'flexibi5!y was viewed by the Courts
thoroughfare plan mop, diStinguishing it from
o.s impoflont lor miligoling ony hardships
tho state officio! mop in Joint Ventures lor
incurred by ofleeted property <>wne,., unlike
severo! <eosons. The Court noted that providtho FOOT requirel)lents chollengod In Join! .
ing adequate tronspor1otlon facilities was
Ventures, which precluded issuance of any
necessary to achlevlng the -;:onc:um~ncy require-

menlo of Florldo growth management low,
ovoidirig the nood to curfoil development ond
thereby beneflfflng affected prop.rty .·owne11.
.· . .
'
Third, tho Court strongly emphoiized ihe mop's
foundofion In the com.,..hensive plan. The
mop wos d4signed lo preserve existing ond
futvre tronsporlolion rights-ol-woy, consistent
with Rule 9J-5.007[3)[b-c)[4), FAC. ond
con-esponding objoclives in the eomprehenslve

development permits in rriopp&d corridors. In

Its analysis, !he oourt stoted. thottho thoroughfare ,map outlines generalized corridors, ord
.therefore o takings claim cannot be deter-·
mined until the property ownor submits on
oetuol ~e,..,lopment opplicotlon. When the
thoroughlore mop b implemantod, on
aggrieved awner could then bring on inverse
condemnation proceeding to detonnine ~ a
toldng hod occurred.
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held that "the city must make some sort of individualized determination that the required dedication is related both in nature and extent to the
impact of the proposed development... beyond a
conclusory statement that the dedication 'could
offset some of the traffic demand' generated by the
development."

Dolan vs. City of Tigard

/.

'.
--:.·..

,.. . .

..

Private property owners moy not be
required to corry o disproportionate
shore of o public burden. Regulatory
exactions, such os mandatary
dedication of transportation right-ofway, must be roughly proportionol.
both in nature and extent, to the
impact of the proposed development.
Dolan v. City of Tigard (US 1994).
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A recent Washington Supreme Court case illustrates
this burden of proof. The case involved applications for four short plats submitted by a property
owner. The re\•iewing County conditioned approval of the plats on dedication of rights-of-way
(ranging from 5 feet to 25 foot) for future improvement of the abutting public roads. Supporting
information included current road widths, road
standards, and current ~nd projected road use. The
Court upheld the dedication requirements, stating:
"(the! report prepared by the county planning
office for each short plat documented deficiencies
in right-of-way width and surfacing of adjoining
slTeets, and [the) couttty calculated [an! increase in
traffic and specific need for dedication of right-<>f·
way based on individual_and cumulative impacts of
[a) series of short subdivisions."'

• Guidelines For Regulating Access
The Florida Supreme Court has defined the right of
access as one of reasonable access to the system of
public \•lays. In determining whether access is
reasonable, Florida courts look to whether access
ha.co been substantially d iminished. Because circumstances of individual properties vary widely, the
availability of reasonable access must be deter·
mined on a case·by-case basis. This is evaluated on
a continuum from relatively minor route changes,
whkh are not usuaiJy compensable, to extremely
circuitous rerouting of access, which may be
compt•nsablc.

Below are general guidelines commonly applied by
courts in cases involving access control:
• a romp1ete loss of access is always a taking;
• a substantial Joss of access to private property
may result in a taking and warrant compensation, even though no physical appropriation of
property has occurred;
• loss of the most convenient access, or increase
in circuity of access, is not usually compensable where other suitable access continues to
exist;
• go\'emmental actions that diminish traffic
flow on an abutting road~ such as installation
of a raised median, are not a taking:
• damages must be peculiar to that property and
not common to the public at large for compensation to be paid; and
• recoverable damages are limited to the reduction in property value caused by the loss of
access, but if the property is landlocked the
entire parcel may have to be purchased.s
The Florida State Highway System Access Manage·
ment Act prohibits local governments from imposing access management standards on state highways more restrictive than those of the Florida
Department of Transportation. This restriction
does not apply to roadways under local jurisdiction. \"/here Inconsistencies arise bcru•een state and
local governments in driveway permitting on state
highways, courts have determined that states have
the final say. An appellate court in New York ruled
that the state DOT's authority to impose conditions
on a driveway permit along a state highway was
not affected by the local go\'emment's removal of
those same conditions, (Wilite v. Westage Dei--elop·
men! Group(N.Y. App., 1993).

----------

• The Florida Private Property
Rights Protection Act
Florida's new property-rights law establishes a
procedure whereby property owners may be
compensated for new regulations reslrictixog the
use of tboir property. Property owners must first
demonstrate that the new rule inordinately burdens th•ir property or a vested right to a sp<ci.fic
use. An "inotdinate burden'' is one that permanently violates reason.ab~e investment-backed
expectations_, or requires the landO\"'ller to bear a
disproportionate share of a burden that should be
borne by the public at large.
The landowner must present a claim within a year
of the ~gulatory action- The government has six

months to reach a settlement, uphold its decision.
ox change the rule. If no settlement is reached. the
case may be brought to court and heard by a jury.
This does not apply to preventing a public nuisance orbarring noxious uses of property. Nor does
it apply to govem.xnental actions that involve
operating. maintaining. or expanding transportation facilities, or to existin.g eminent domain laws
related to transportation.
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Sparks tt. Douglas Com1fy, 125 Wash..2d._, 904 P.2d 738
(!995).

s K. Williams and J.R. ForesttJ:, NCHRP Syntht$i$ 23.3:
lAtlif Development Regulations t}Jat Promote Access
,'Atznagt-rr.ent_, TtMSportation Resea.rdlBoard, washing~
ton D.C.: National Academy Press, 1996.
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CoNCLUSION
orridor management links transporta~
tion, land use, and environmental planning. It also promotes improved coordination within and across the agencies r~ponsible for
transportation improvements. For U\is reason, it is
an avenue for strengthening the quality of transportation decisions at every level of goverrunent

C

However, some issues must still be resolved. Key
among these is the need to address land use and
environmental considerations earlier in the trans-portation planning process. Although this requires
more time for transportation systems planning, it
will save time and money in the long run. It v.'ill
also promote greater consistency of transportation
and growth management decisions.
The primary role in preserving right-of-way and
managing corridor development lies with local
governments-through comprehensive planning
and land development regulation. States and
metropolitan planning organizations will need to
work with local governments to develop appropri·
ate corridor management strategies. Rather than
focusing on property acquisition, agencies respon·
sible fur transportation improvements should
emphasize corridor preservation techniques.
This handbook has addressed a variety of tech·
niques. As demonstrated in the case studies, no
single approach fits all. Communities will need to

. ' ..

Corridor Management Techniques .·.
Property .
Ac:qulolllon ·

.

. '
. : Pta n'*'II and

. ·RegulaUona ...·.

.. .

.

· · Mitigation

eoilabomtw ·.

·· .. MeasureS

· Appo:oachea .

·Emfn.ent Qom~in ·, ·.

· thoroughfare Pions. .
·. .Transfer of ·
lnfon:nof ·Negotiotions
·
.
.
. · Development Rights or
·. Fee Simple..Purchase.
· ·. lnte;.govemmentol
. · Mop$ of .ReServ~tion · . . . Density CrGdits
.. .
.· · · Coo.rdinotiol1 .
Advance·Acquisition · ·.·:Acc~ss MQnogement .
Special fxcEi'ptions
·. Pvbli~/Privotio' ·
. · ·· :·
·
Waivers, qnd Variances ·
•
•
Purchosa; o! . · Dedications & Exadions ·
·.
· ·
· ·
· Partnerships ·
•I
'
Development Rights
. lmpod Fe.. .Credits
.
.
· ·. .Building Setbocb
· Tronsportatioi:\ ·. · ·· .
·OPtions. to· PUrchaSe.
' · · · ·.
·
· Tax Abotement
· ·CorporotiOOs
.• ' ' . . .
·. · lohd ?wops

.Corridor Overlay Zones ·
. · ·
·. .
·· · ·
• ·rnterim Use .Agreements

. . . DownzoiilnQ ·:

·

,

·

. ...

' .

..

.

. ..

Public. lnvolvemeni · ·

.

. au·ster Zoning.
..
select techniques that are suitable to their circum·
stances and admirtistrative capacity. Whatever the
approach, it is important to adhere to legal guidelines that have emerged from the courts, to coordinate with other transportation agencies, and to
provide opportunities for early and continuing
public involvement.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Ac~ess-A way or means of approach to provide

vehicular or pedestrian entrance or exit to a

Cross Access-A service drive providing vehicular
access betw·een two or more contiguous sites so the

property.

driver need not enter the public street system.

Access Classification-A ranking system for

Collector RoadS'-Roads intended to move traffic
from local roads to secondary arterials.

roadways used to determine the appropriate
degree of access managemenL Factors considered
include functional classification, land use and
zoning, subdivision of abutting properties, and
exisliog level olaccess control.

Access Connection- Any drivev;·ay, street, turnout
or other means of providing for the movement of
vehicles to or from the public roadway system.
Access Management-The process of pro\riding
and managing access to land development while
preserving the regional flow of traffic in terms of
safety, capacity, and speed.
Access Management Plan (Corridor)-A plan
illustrating the design of access lor lots on a
highway segment or an interchange area that is
developed jointly by the state, the metropolitan
planning organization, and the affected
jurisd.iction(s).
Arterial-A highway intended primarily for
through traffic and where access is carelully
controlled .
Corridor Overlay Zone-Special requirements
added onto existing land development requirements along designated portions of a public
thoroughfare.

Dedication- a conveyance of property by a private
owner to the public.
Deed- A legal document conveying ownership of
real ptO!"'rty·
Exception-Permission to depart frol!l design

standards in an ordinance due to unique ci.rcu.tn·
stances of the site or project. This does not require
the same findings of hardship as with variances,
but does involve findings of fact to support th.e

need for an exception.
Easement -A right-of-way granted, but not
dedicated, for limited use of private land for a
public or quasi-public purpose and within which
the owner of the property shall not erect any
permanent structw'es.
Exactions-<::o.niTibutions or payments required as

an authorized precondition for receiving a development P"rmit. (Exactions may refer to mandatory
dedications of land for road widening, or monetary
assessmeots, such as transportation impact fees. In
all cases, there must be a nexus and rough proportionality between the amount of the exaction and
the purpose lor whicl\ it is used.)
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Frontage Road-A public or private drive which
generally parallels a public s treet between the right·
of-wa)• and the front building setback line. ·n,.
frontage road provides access to private properties
while separating tht>m from the arterial street (see
also Service Roads).
Functional Area (Intersection)-That area beyond
the physical interset:tion of two controJled access
facilities that comprises decision and maneuver
distance, plus any required vehicle storage length,
and is protected through comer clearance standards and driveway connection spacing standards.
Functional Classifi<ation-Asystem used to group
public roadways into classes according to their
purpose in moving vehicles and providing access.
Future Traffic Circulation Map-A map in the
Traffic Circulation Element that depicts the general
Location of future collector, art~rial, and limited
access roads and related transpottation facilities.
The map must depict functional classific~tions of
roads as principal, major, or minor and must
identify the proposed number of lanes for future
roadways.
Highway, Controlled Acce$-Aroadway designed
for through traffic, and to which abutting proper·
ties have no legal right of access except in accordance with the requirements of the public authority
having jurisdiction over that roadway.
Highway, Limited Access-A freeway or expressway designed for through traffic and to which
abutting properties have no legal right to d irect
access.
Inverse Condemnation- The taking or reduction in
the value of prh·ate property as a result of governmental activity, without any formal direct exercise
of eminent domain.
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Joint Access (or Shared Access)-A driveway
connecting two or more contiguous sites to the
public street system.

local Road-Road whose primary purpose is to
provide direct access to abutting properties and to
roads of a higher fw1ctional classification.
Median- TI1at portion of a roadway separating
the opposing traffic flows. Medians c.an be depressed, raised, or flush.
Median Opening (Crossover)- An opening in a
raised medial\ that allows turning movements.
Official Ma~An ordinance in map form
adopted by the governing body that shows the
location and width of proposed streets, public
facilities, public .areas, and drainage right-of-way
(the purpose of whkh is to prevent private deveJopment from encroaching on sites for proposed
public improvement).
Outparcei-A lot adjacent to a roadway that
interrupts the frontage of another lot.
Plat- An exact and detailed map of the s ubdivision of land.
Private Road-Any rood or thoroughfare for
vehicular travel v.•hich is privately owned and
maintained and which provides the principal
means of access to abutting properties.

Public Road- A ro.'\d und~r the jurisdiction <'f il
public body that provides the principal means of
access to an abutting property.
Ruervation-a} A provision in a deed or other real
estate con\1eyance that ret~ ins a right for the

existing owner if other property rights are transferred; b) a method of holding land for a public use
by designating public areas on a plat, map, or site
plan as a condition of approval.

continuity and provides access to parcels adjacent
to the controlled access facility.

Restrictive Median-A physical barrier in the
roadway that separates traffic traveling in opp<>-

roadway to a specified height above the roadway.

site directions... such as a concrete barrier or land-

Thoroughfare Plan Map- A map that depicts all
roadways contained on the long range traffic
circulation map and identifies tl1e right-of-way
widths for each roadway. The thoroughfare plan
map is the official listing of rights-of-way to be

scaped island.
Right-of-Way- Astrip of land occupied or in-

tended to be occupied by a street, sidewalk, cross'"'.ral.k, railroad, road, electric transmission line, gas
pipeline, water main.. sanita1y or storm '"•ater
main, shade trees, or for another special use. (Land
in which the slate, a county, or a municipality
O"-"nS

the fee simple title or has an easement

Sight Distance-The length of roadway visible to

the driver of a vehicle, as measured along the

reserved.
Traffic Circulation Element-The portion of a
comprehensive plan designed to establish the
desired and projected transportation system in
local jurisdictions and plan for future motorized

dedicated or required for a transportation or utility
use)

and non-motorized traffic ciiculation systems.

Service Road-A public or private street or road,

\Vaive.r-Permission to depart from the requirements of an ordinance where required conditions

auxiliary to and normally l001ted parallel to a
controlled acress facility, that maintains local road

are satisfied (see also Exception).
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fLORIDA'S 1995 CORRIDOR
MANAGEMENT L EGISLATION
Se<:tion 2. Subsection (30) is added to section
163.3164, Florida Statutes, to read:

Section 25. Section 337.243, Florida Statutes, is
amended to read:

163.3164 Definitions. - As used in this act

337.243 Notification of land use changes in

designated transportation corridors
(30) "Transportation corridor management"
means the coordination of the planning of designated future transportation corridors with landuse planning within and adjacent to the corridor to
promote orderly growth. to meet the concurrency
requirements of this cllapteo:, and to maintain the
integrity of the corridor for txansportation purposes.
Section3.Par~ph(b)ofsubsection(6)of

section 163.3177, Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:
(b) A traffic circulation element consisting of types,
locations, and extent of existing and proposed
major thoroughfares and tTansportation routes,
including bicycle and pedestrian ways. Transportation corridors, as defined ins. 334.03, may be
des ignated in the traffic circulation element
pUI'Suant to s. 337.273. If the tTansportation
corridors are designated, the local government
may adopt a transportation-corridor-management

ordinance.

(1) If a local government designates a transportation corridor that includes a facility on the State
ll.ighway System in its local government comprehensive plan and has adopted a transportationcorridor-management ordinance, the local governmental entity shaU give reasonable notice by
certified mail to the department prior to approving
any substantial zoning change or subdivision plat
changes or granting of a building p ermit or development permit, as defined ins. 380.031(4), for land
use or the erection, alteration.. or moving of a
building for property within the designated transportation corridor which would s ubstantially
impair the viability of the corridor for future
transportation uses. This notification requirement
shall not apply to any routine maintenance or
emergency repairs to existing stTuctures. Upon
notification_ the department shall determine
whether to purchase the property affected or to
initiate eminent domain proceedings. The
department's determination shall not affect the
granting or denial of the permit by the local government. The local government shall not be liable
to the department for failure to make r>otification
to the department pursuant to this section.
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(2) Any right-of-way located w ithin a designated
transportation corridor may be acquired at any
time by the department when the acquisition is
determined by the department to be in the public
interest to protect the designated transportation
corridor from development or when the transportation corridor designation creates an undue hardship on the affected property owner.
Section 26. Subsections (7) and (8) of section
337.273 Florida Statutes, are repealed, and paragraphs (a), (b), and (d) of subsection (2) and
subsections (1), (3), (4), and (6), of that section are
amended to :read:

337.273 Transportation Corridors. (I) It is hereby found and declared
that:

(a} Immediate and decisive action must be taken to
p1an, designate, and develop transportation (Orridors within this s tate i.n order that the public
health, safety, and welfare may be protected,
preserved? and improved by planning for futu re
growth, coordinating land-use and transportation
planning, and complying with the concurrency
requirements of Chapter 163.
(b) Traffic congestion and facility overcrowding on
the State Highway System constitutes a serious and
growing probleJll; impedes the development of an
e ffective transportation system; results in increased
incidents of traffic accidents, personal inju ry, and
property damage or loss; causes environmental
degradation; impedes sound economic growth;
impairs effective growth manage ment, including
the ability to meet concurrenc}' requirements and
coordinate land-u..o;e decisions and tran.o;portation
planning; discourages tourism; aggravates social
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discord; increases maintenance costs; shortens the
effective life of the transportation facility; delays
public evacuation for natural storms and emergencies; impairs national defense and disaster response readiness; delays response time for emergency vehicles; significantly increases public
infrastructure needs and associated public costs,
such as police, fire, accident, medical, and hospital
costs; and othen,,tise is injurious to the public
health, safety, and welfare.
(c) The designation and management of transportation corridors and the planning and development of transportation facilities within transportation corridors will substantiaiJy assist in allowing
government to alleviate traffic congestion and
transportation fadlity overcrowding.. aid in the
development of an effective transportation system
that is coordinated with land-use planning. assist
in planning for future growth, enable compliance
with concurrency requirements, and alleviate the
heretofore described health, safety, and welfare
liabilities to the public.
(d) The designation and management of transportation corridors c-an best be achieved through the
inclusion of transportation corridors in the local
government comprehensive plans that are developed, te\'iewed, and adopted pursuant to Chapter
163, in order to ensure-comprehensive planning for
future development and growth, improved coordination between land use and transportation
planning, and compliance \~o•ith concurrency
n.-quir<.'m(.'nts.
(2) It is further found and declared that:
(a) Investments in transportation corridors cannot
b~ adequately coordinated with land·usc decisions
without time I}' preservation/ management? or

-

-
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acquisition of pn:>perty necessary to a«ommodate

cxistin& and planned tranSp<><tation llldllties
within the corridor.

(b) The Inability to timely protect or acquire
proptny ne<:essary to attOmmodate o transporta-

tiol\ lacUity in a transportation corridor constitutes
an economic, health, safuty, and weliare Uability
that impe&>S increasingly onerous burdens on
public revenues, seriously impedes the ability to
plan lor future growth, substantially impairs or
arrests.oundgro wth, impedes the provision of
transportation inlrastrudun! roncurrent w ith the
impact ol development, retards the provision of an
adequ.te transportation system lor the people in
the state, aggravates traffic problems, and substan·

tiaUy hampen the elimination of traffic hazards
and the improvement of traffic facillties.
(d) The prevention and elimination of tralftc
conge1tion on the State Highway System and the
protection, management, and early acquisition ol
property to acoommodate futune transportation
lacilltie! is a matter ol state poucy and state
~in onler that the state, counties, and
municipalities shall not continue to consume an
excessive proportion ol limited resources on the
e<tra S<Mces required lor pruce, fire, acciden~
hospitaliution, and other forms of public protec·

tion services and facilities as a result o£ inadequate
transportation facilities.

(3) It I! the intent of the Legi.<lature that govern·
mental pollee powers be utilized to the greatest
extent possible by each govemmental entity, and
by twocr more entities through cctridcr-manage u>ent agreements, to manage land US<!S necessary
lor transportation corridOJS; that property ocquisi·
lion by donation, purchase, or eminent domain
occur as far in advance of construction need as

-

---

-

possible; and thatpropeoty,nee ded to~
ttansportation corrldO<$, be aoqu.ir:ed and retained
for future use to avoid the public Uabilities for
health, safety, and wcllare heretofore outlined.
(4) It is recognized by the legislature that advance
acquisition ol property to manage land uses in

transportation corridon:> for future use will, ol
necessity, require acquisition without design plans
and profiles, project development, andcC>rl$trucHon
information; and it is intended b y the Ltgislature
that such adv"""" acquisition, including acquisition utilizing the powt'r of eminent domain, must
nevertheless occur to avoid the scciaLeronomlc.
health, safety, and welfare liabilities heretofore
declared.

(6) A local govcrrunent may desit;nate a transport\\,
tion corridor by including the corridor in the
entity's comprehensive plan traffic circulation or
transportation clemcnl A transportation-m anagementonli.rulnce maybtadopted for designated
tr.msportation corridcn The transportationcorridor· management cnlinanceshould rontaln
the criteria to manage the land uses within and
adjacent to the transportation corridor, the types of
restrictions on nonresidential and residential
ronstruction within tht designated rorrido~
identification of permitted land uses within the
designated corrldot a public notification process, a
variance and appeal process, and an intergovernmental cootdination process that provides lor the

coordinated management of transportation corri~
dors that cross jurisdictional boundaries with the
plans of adjacent jurisdictions. local governments
may adept such add.itional ordinances and rcguLl·
tions as necessary to monage designated tr.msportation oomdors.
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